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1.
A general approach to
Natural Phonetics
1.0. In this introductory chapter, we will present the fundamental categories,
with a simpliﬁed treatment limited to the most basic elements. ˛ese categories
constitute the minimum necessary to proceed scientiﬁcally with phonetics.
In what will follow, every part will be gone into in greater depth and with added
detail, helping the reader to arrive at a more complete knowledge of the subject.
Vowels
1.1. ˛e back of the tongue is the fundamental element in vowel production. It
moves in two di‡erent directions: high–low and forward–back. Consequently, the combination of these two elements produces a quadrilateral, which gives
us the fundamental vocogram, used for showing –inside it– the positions of the
vowels of a given language. On the left side of û 1.1, there are three orograms indicating the zone of vocoid articulations; these orograms are steadily more
schematic, moving downwards. ˛e ﬁrst, on top, is the most realistic, while the
third, at the bottom, is a quadrilateral.
On the right-hand side of û 1.1, the upper diagram is an orogram which shows
the tongue: low and central, as in the pronunciation of a (a) in most languages.
˛e upper outlines of the positions of i (i), high and front, and u (u), high and
back, are also given – as they occur in most languages. ˛e points are connected
and contained in the white (or transparent) quadrilateral, which is given enlarged
in the ﬁgure below (the vocogram, on the lower part of the right-hand side).
1.2. In the large quadrilateral, 11 vowels have been placed, shown by (square
and round) markers. ˛e round ones refer to vowels articulated with rounded
lips, while the square ones naturally represent vowels with unrounded –either
spread or neutral– lip position.
˛e symbols (i, a, u) correspond to Spanish i, a, u, as in utilizar (u&tili'†aR) (or
Italian utilità (u&tili'ta)), while (e, o) are the ‘closed' vowels of Portuguese, as in vê,
povo ('ve, 'povu) (or Italian tre, sono ('tre, 'so:no)); (E, O) are the (stressed) ‘open'
vowels of Portuguese, as in pé, pó ('pE, 'pO) (or Italian sette, otto ('sEt:te, 'Ot:to)). Note
also German Kamm˚ Tag ('kham, 'tha:k), viel, Kuh ('fi:l, 'khu:), and –but closer–
Weg˚ Boot˚ weg˚ Loch ('ve:é, 'Êo:t, 'vEé, 'lOX). ˛e Italian words written corressi and
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volto have two di‡erent meanings corresponding to two di‡erent pronunciations:
(se) corressi ‘(if) I ran' (koR'res:si), and (io) corressi ‘(I) corrected' (koR'rEs:si); (il] volto ‘(the) face' ('vo≤:to), and (io) volto ‘(I) turn around' ('vO≤:to). Consequently, the
two graphemes >e˚ o≥ can each represent two di‡erent phonemes: /e, E/ or /o, O/.
˛e vowels of a number of languages are concisely shown in Ã 10. Our bibliography contains the books we produced (or intend to produce) to accurately describe a number of languages.
û 1.1. ˛e articulatory extent of vowel sounds.
a

i

≠

a u
y

i

a

≠

±
a

e
E

u
È

°

o
O

§
a

1.3. û 1.1 (the vocogram part) contains three more vowels /y, °, §/, which are
rounded, and for this reason have circular markers. ˛ese vowels are almost like /i,
e, E/ with lip rounding added. However, the tongue is a bit farther back than it is
in /i, e, E/, and in fact, these rounded vowels are a little centralized in the vocograms. /y, °, §/ occur in many languages, such as French: lune˚ deux˚ seul ('lyn,
'd°, 's§l), or German: Fü•e˚ Öl˚ zwölf ('fy:s¢, 'ö°:l, 'qf§lf) (as well as in several Italian dialects, particularly Lombardian, Piedmontese, and Ligurian).
˛e ﬁrst German example also has an instance of (È), which is generically placed
in the center, at the height of (e, °, o) (Ô û 1.1). However, ‘(È)' has many di‡erent realizations in the di‡erent languages, which are better rendered with more appropriate symbols.
˛e symbol /'/, (an uncurved apostrophe) placed immediately before a syllable,
indicates stress. ˛e chroneme, /:/, indicates distinctive lengthening of the preceding vowel – for example, in German there is a contrast between Stadt ('Stat)
‘city' and Staat ('Sta:t) ‘State'. ‹en the same symbol occurs in phonetic transcriptions (in brackets, ( ), instead of in phonemic transcriptions, which are
written between slashes, / /), it is called a chrone, and indicates length which is
not distinctive.
1.4. An example of non-distinctive lengthening is that occurring in Italian word-internal stressed unchecked syllables: seme, solo ('se:me, 'so:lo).
In conclusion, vowels consist of three fundamental elements: raising (of the
tongue and jaw), advancing (of the back of the tongue), and lip rounding (or
its absence).
As a ﬁrst approach to the vowel phonemes of English, which are many more
than in Spanish (5) or in Italian (7), we reproduce a simpliﬁed version of the vocograms of neutral British English, showing only its monophthongs (9 + schwa
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/È/) and diphthongs (7), with no combinatory variant, and excluding centering
diphthongs, as well (here). ˛is is done to enable the comparison with other similar ﬁgures currently found in phonetics or linguistics textbooks. We also present
them both in our own vocograms and in the o‚cial quadrilaterals (but keeping
our symbols) for a quicker comparison (followed by both an actual and current
application of oƒIPA criteria and symbols, too).
û 1.2 Four versions of simpliﬁed monophthongs and diphthongs of neutral British English.

canIPA
/I/ (¤)
/È/ (È)
/E/ (™)
/√/ (å)
/π/ (π)

/U/ (¨)
/O:/ (ø:)
/È:/ (‘:)
/Ø/ (Ø)
/A:/ (A:)

/I/ (¤)
/È/ (È)
/E/ (™)
/√/ (å)
/π/ (π)

/U/ (¨)
/O:/ (ø:)
/È:/ (‘:)
/Ø/ (Ø)
/A:/ (A:)

‘/i:/'
‘/I/'
‘/È/'
‘/e/'
‘/√/'
‘/π/'

‘/u:/'
‘/U/'
‘/O:/'
‘/‘:/'
‘/Ø/'
‘/A:/'

‘/i:/'
‘/I/'
‘/È, ‘:/'
‘/e/'
‘/√/'
‘/π/'

‘/u:/'
‘/U/'
‘/O:/'

/Uu/ (¯u)
/Ii/ (Ii)
/EI/ (™I)

/OE/ (øÙ)
/OU/ (‘¨)

/aE/ (aÙ)

/aO/ (aÖ)
/Uu/ (¯u)

‘/Ø/'
‘/A:/'

oƒIPA
diagram

“
canIPA

symbols

/Ii/ (Ii)
/EI/ (™I)
/aE/ (aÙ)

‘/u:/'

‘/i:/'
‘/eI/'

actual
oƒIPA

‘/aI/'

‘/eI/'

current
oƒIPA

/OE/ (øÙ)
/OU/ (‘¨)
/aO/ (aÖ)

‘/aI/'

‘/OI/'
‘/ÈU/'
‘/aU/'

‘/ÈU/'
‘/OI/'
‘/aU/'

Voicing
1.5. Voicing is the ‘voice' given to vowels and certain consonants by the vibration of the vocal folds (which are located in the larynx).
Voicing can, therefore, be present or absent, giving rise to two main types of
phonation: voiced and voiceless consonants.
To give a few examples, the consonants present in man˚ ring˚ dig˚ jazz˚ these˚ leasure are voiced: ('mπ;n, '>¤˙:, 'D¤;â, 'Gπ;Ω, '∑I;iΩ) and ('l™Zå, 'lIiZå÷ 'l™IZå).
˛e Spanish or Italian /N, L/ are also voiced, and in neutral Italian pronunciation,
they are always geminated between vowels, just like the consonants written doubled in the o‚cial orthography: sogno˚ foglio˚ mamma, babbo˚ oggi ('soN:No, 'fOL:Lo,
'mam:ma, 'bab:bo, 'OG:Gi).
However, in other languages, /N, L/ are generally found without gemination, as
in Spanish: mañana˚ calle (ma'Na;na, 'ka;Le), or Portuguese ninho˚ ﬁlho ('ni;Nu, 'fi;Lu).
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1.6. ˛e other fundamental group of consonants is that of voiceless consonants,
as seen in pack˚ teach˚ south˚ ﬁsh ('phπé, 'ThIic, 'sa¨†, 'f¤S). Of course, we have ﬁshy
('f¤S-i), while in neutral Italian, /S/ is geminated between vowels: pesce ('peS:Se).
Gemination occurs even in foreign words adapted into Italian, such as the word
cachet (kaS'SE), which in French is (ka'SE). It is interesting to note that Italians also
pronounce the orthographic geminates of foreign languages as true phonic geminates, as in the English name Billy ('bil:li), instead of ('b¤l-i).
Consonant gemination is distinctive in Italian, as the following examples demonstrate: cade˚ cadde ('ka:de, 'kad:de), tufo˚ tu‡o ('tu:fø, 'tuf:fø), nono˚ nonno ('nO:no, 'nOn:no), caro˚ carro ('ka:Ro, 'kar:Ro). In neutral Italian, there is also gemination
in cases such as è vero (™v've:Ro), ho sonno (øs'son:no), a casa (ak'ka:za), blu mare
(&blum'ma:Re), così forte (&kozif'fOr:te), tornerò domani (&toRne'rOd do'ma:ni), città balneare (cit'tab balne'a:Re). ˛is kind of gemination is better deﬁned as co-gemination˘
Consonants
1.7. We will now see how the consonants are produced. As we have seen, the articulation of vowels is determined by the back of the tongue, with its up/down
movements (complemented by closing and opening of the jaw), as well as its
front/back movements, and also by the possibility of lip rounding. ©th consonants, instead, the space available is greater. In fact, it extends from the lips all the
way to the larynx (Ô û 1.3).
In the table of û 1.3, the names across the top are the main places of articulation, ranging from the lips to the larynx. ˛e names to the left of the rows, instead, indicate the main manners of articulation. Intersections between the rows
and columns can then produce various consonant sounds, and the number is often
doubled due to the possibility of adding voicing (¤ the voiced phonation type).
All the British English consonant phonemes are given in the table, including
the voiced elements forming diphonic pairs (given in parentheses). ˛e consonants

m
n
ò
˙
nasal
stop p {b}
t {d} T {D}
k {g}
stop-strictive
c {G}
constrictive
f {v} † {∑}
grooved con.
S {Z}
s {z}
approximant
>
j
w
trill
r
;
lateral
l
!
(symbols in brackets –or standing alone {except h}– are voiced]

laryngeal

uvular

velar rounded

velar

palatal

postalveo-palatal protruded

postalveolar

alveolar

dental

labiodental

bilabial

û 1.3. Simpliﬁed table of consonant sounds.

h
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(N÷ t, {d}÷ r, K÷ L) also appear; these are not phonemes of English (and are therefore
given in italics), but are very important in certain other languages, or as taxophones in words like cats ('éhxTs) and heads ('h™;DΩ). All of these articulations are
given in û 1.4-10 (and again, from another perspective, in û 1.11-17).
Places of articulation
1.8. Here we consider the most important places (or points) of articulation according to a structural and typological point of view (further on, we will see many
more). ˛e most external ones are bilabial ((m÷ p, b)), as in my pub (maÙ'phå;Ê),
and labiodental ((f, v)), as in ﬁve ('fa;ÙÑ). ˛ese articulations are particularly easy
to see (û 1.4).
û 1.4. Bilabial and labiodental articulations.

f {v}

p {b}

m

Immediately afterwards, we encounter the places: dental ((t, d÷ †, ∑÷ s, z), û
1.5), as in the thing˚ seize (∑È'†¤˙:, 'sI;iΩ), and Spanish data˚ zona ('da;ta, '†ø;na) (in
American Spanish we have ('sø;na)); alveolar ((n÷ T, D÷ r÷ l), û 1.6), as in today
(TÈ'D™;I), and Spanish or Italian rana˚ luna˚ Sp. ('r:a;na, 'lu;na), It. ('ra:na, 'lu:na).
In English, /t, d/ are alveolar (as we have already seen), as is Castilian Spanish
/s/. In phonemic (or phonological) transcriptions, simpler symbols may be used:
today /tÈ'deI/, casas /'kasas/. However, in truly useful phonetic transcriptions, more
precise symbols are to be used, (T, D÷ ß) (although not o‚cial IPA]˘
û 1.5. Dental articulations.

t {d}

s {z}

† {∑}

û 1.6. Alveolar articulations.

n

T {D}

r

+
l

1.9. We, now, have the postalveolar place of articulation (û 1.7), which is still
farther back than the alveolar one. It occurs in British English rain ('>™;In). It is
quite clear that the British articulation is postalveolar (in spite of the misleading
o‚cial term ‘retroﬂex', which intends to mean the same thing, although saying it
in a more complicated way).
However, in part because of a less clear o‚cial terminology, even British and
American phoneticians often exchange the symbols, using (>) for the neutral
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American r˚ which is not postalveolar, but a slightly postalveolarized prevelar approximant, that we indicate exactly with the symbol (<).
˛e following place of articulation, which o‚cially (but very dangerously) is
called ‘postalveolar', naturally risks being confused with the preceding articulation
(which is legitimately postalveolar) – a common fate with those who entrust
their fate to overly simplistic deﬁnitions.
1.10. In reality, we have here a compound articulation. It is not merely postalveolar, but also has two simultaneous articulatory components (¤ coarticulations): one which is palatal and another which is labial.
û 1.7 (on the right) shows the articulation of the (respectively, voiced and voiceless) consonants church˚ judge ('ch‘;c, 'Gå;ä). As can be seen, there is a point of
contact, in the postalveolar zone, indicated in black (for reasons that we will soon
see when we move on to manners of articulation), and a point of proximity of the
articulatory organs (at the palate), as well as (fairly visible) protrusion of the lips.
˛e descriptions of this articulation are usually among the worst (and this goes
for the manner as well). In fact, perhaps thinking to make things easier by (excessive) simpliﬁcation, the articulation is often described as ‘palatal' (as an alternative
to ‘postalveolar', already seen). In reality, its proper deﬁnition is postalveo-palatal protruded, precisely because each of its three components is fundamental.
1.11. For example, in Spanish, we encounter an articulation without lip protrusion, which is therefore simply postalveo-palatal. It is useful to indicate this
slightly di‡erent articulation with a symbol of its own (as we have already mentioned, and will again). ˛e symbol used is a suitably modiﬁed version of the one
used for the articulation with lip protrusion, so that the relationship between the
articulations is preserved in the symbols, without, however, confusing them together. In phonemic transcriptions, the more general symbols are employed in all
cases, thus, we have Spanish chachachá /caca'ca/ (&CaCa'Ca).
Although it is more complex, this clearer deﬁnition surely helps the reader to
fully understand the mechanism of its articulation; and the consequential knowledge and phonetic richness leads to much more satisfying practical results. In fact,
phonetics should not be carried out unwillingly, proceeding only by memorization. Phonetics is an artistic science, and as such, should be ‘savored' and ‘lived'
in the best and most creative way (as we have already pointed out in § 1.4).
û 1.7. Postalveolar and postalveopalatal protruded articulations.

>

+

c {G}

1.12. We next come to the true palatal place of articulation (û 1.8), as with
Italian /N, j, L/, or in Castilian Spanish sueño˚ ciencia˚ calle ('ßw™;No, '†j™<†ja, 'ka;Le), or in Italian gnocco, paio, foglia ('NOk:ko, 'pa:jo, 'fOL:La). English has /j/ in yes˚
unit ('j™s, 'j¯un¤T).
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û 1.8. Palatal articulations.

+
j

N

L

1.13. We also have the velar place (û 1.9). ˛e velar nasal, /˙/, is a phoneme
in English (occurring between vowels as well): sing˚ singing ('s¤˙:, 's¤˙-¤˙/. Moreover, there are the velar stops, /k, g/, also with their prevelar taxophones, occurring before palatal vocoids (or (j)), as in cat˚ get ('éhπT, '0™T). In Spanish and Italian,
(˙) only occurs as a contextual variant (\ taxophone) of the phoneme /n/, as in
Sp. congreso /kon'gReso/ (ko˙'gR™;so) or It. congresso /kon'grEsso/ (ko˙'grEs:so).
û 1.9. Velar articulations.

˙

k {g}

1.14. Adding lip rounding (as in (u)), we obtain the velar rounded place of
articulation (û 1.10, on the left), as in /w/ in wit˚ one ('w¤T, 'wån:), or in Spanish
cuatro ('kwa;tRo), or Italian uomo ('wO:mo).
û 1.10. Velar rounded, uvular, and laryngeal articulations.

w

K

h

1.15. Farther back, we ﬁnd the uvular place (û 1.0, in the middle), which we
will exemplify with the voiced trill, (K). It may advisable to use this symbol in
phonemic transcriptions of French and German, even though the most frequent
actual realization in these languages is not a trill (as will be seen later on). ˛e purpose of this choice of a phonemic symbol is to make it particularly evident that
the articulation is uvular (and not alveolar, (r), or postalveolar, (>)): French rare
/'Ka:K/ ('ºa:˜), and German rein /'Kaen/ ('ºaen). Let us observe that (º) is a constrictive, while (˜) is an approximant: progressively weaker than (K).
˛e last place of articulation (in this simpliﬁed table) is the laryngeal place,
most commonly represented by /h/ (û 1.10, on the right), as in English hat ('hπT),
and German Hans ('ha<s).
Manners of articulation
1.16. Now, in order to fully master the table of û 1.3 (which can be pictured
mentally as well, since it is fairly simple – though new to those who have never
done phonetics), we will move on to the seven fundamental manners of articulation, using the same consonants, but from this opposing perspective.
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˛e place and the manner of articulation are two of the three components constituting the consonants – the third is the type of phonation, particularly the
distinction voiced V voiceless.
We will now move through the table, from the top downwards, so that we can
see these manners of articulation. ˛e presentation will follow a quite precise
physiological and articulatory logic, as we shall see.
1.17. Nasal (1). Lowering the velum, we open the passage to the nasal cavity,
thus allowing expiratory air to escape from the nose. ˛e result is the nasal manner of articulation, which is combined with a closure produced somewhere in the
mouth (in this table, in the bilabial, alveolar, palatal, or velar places).
However, these articulations should certainly not be called ‘stops' (the next manner that we will consider), since nasal sounds are continuous, not momentary.
Notwithstanding the closure in the oral channel, air can continuously escape
through the nose, and the sound can be prolonged as long as expiratory air remains available.
˛e nasal consonants we have considered are (m, <, n, N, Ò, ˙) in English man˚
singing ('mπ;n, 's¤Ò¤Ò), or in Spanish mar˚ no˚ caña˚ tengo ('maR, 'nø, 'ka;Na, 't™Ògo),
or in Italian mai, no, ragno, lungo ('ma;i, 'nO, 'raN:No, 'lu˙:gø), and they are voiced.
We group them together in û 1.11 so that it can be easily seen that the velum is lowered in all of them.
û 1.11. Nasal articulations.

m

n

N

˙

1.18. Stop (2). If, instead, the velum is raised (as in all the manners which follow),
and a closure occurs, we have the stop manner of articulation (û 1.12). Here we
have voiced and voiceless consonants, as in (p, b÷ t, d÷ T, D÷ é, 0÷ k, g): pen˚ Ben÷
two˚ do÷ cot˚ got ('ph™n:, 'b™n:÷ 'Th¯;u, 'D¯;u÷ 'khØT, 'gØT); and (t, d) diente (Sp.) ('dj™<te); dente (It.) ('dE<:te).
In all the ﬁgures given to illustrate the manners of articulation, the reader should
pay particular attention to what they have in common (even between di‡erent
places of articulation) – these common features are precisely the characteristics of
the manner in question.
1.19. Constrictive (3). For now, it will be convenient to skip the manner which
is ‘halfway' between the preceding manner and this one (and indicated in the table as 2+3, since it results from a combination of those two manners in a single
sound – the reason will be seen shortly).
We therefore come to the constrictive manner of articulation, characterized
by the speaker bringing the articulatory organs su‚ciently close together that
there is an audible noise of air friction. ˛e constrictive manner is characterized
by this friction, which however di‡ers quite a bit in sound, depending upon the
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û 1.12. Stop articulations.

p {b}

t {d}

T {D}

k {g}

place of articulation. In the table of û 1.3, we have four diphonic pairs of constrictives (which appear in û 1.13), ¤ (f, v÷ s, z÷ †, ∑÷ S, Z), as in ﬁve˚ seize˚ this
thing˚ ash˚ rouge ('fa;ÙÑ, 'sI;iΩ, ∑¤s'†¤˙:, 'πS, '>¯;uË). As we have indicated, a diphonic
pair consists of voiceless and voiced elements, sharing the same place and manner
of articulation.
˛e term constrictive is clearer and more appropriate, since it is articulatory in nature, and therefore easier to put into concrete relationship with the production of the
sounds in question. However, due to a sort of pernicious inertia, the term ‘fricative' is
still more common (the term is auditory and semantically much less transparent).
û 1.13. Constrictive articulations.

f {v}

† {∑}

s {z}

S {Z}

1.20. Stopstrictive (2+3). ˛e combination of manners 2 and 3 produces the
stopstrictive manner, which naturally derives from stop + constrictive. ˛e more
common term ‘a‡ricate' is not articulatory, but rather auditory, and therefore less
evident and less easily concretized.
Instead, the new term stopstrictive immediately communicates the exact nature
of the sound by virtue of its compound structure: the sound is composed of a ﬁrst
part which is incomplete, ﬁrmly joined to a second part, which characterizes it.
In the table, we have one diphonic pair of stopstrictives, (c, G), as in match˚ age
('mπc, '™;Iä). ˛e mechanism is a combination of the stop manner (2) and the
constrictive manner (3), with a total length corresponding to that of a single segment, not to the sum of two segments. A duration equivalent to that of two segments is found instead in sequences /ts, dz÷ tS, dZ/, such as, for example, cats˚
heads ('éhπts, 'h™;dΩ), or French patchouli˚ adjectif (&paTS¯'li, &aDZ™é'+if).
It is important to pay careful attention to the distinction between the stopstrictive symbols, (c G), which are monograms, and the symbols for sequences, /tS, dZ/,
which are similar, but clearly not identical. For instance, in English, we have
patchouli˚ ('phπc-Èli, pÈ'ch¯uli/ and adjective˚ agent ('πGÈkT¤Ñ, '™IGÈnT). ˛e two
successive phases of the articulation are, in fact, homorganic (¤ produced in the
same place of articulation). ‹at occurs here is the combination of two di‡erent
manners: the ﬁrst half is a stop, corresponding in place of articulation to the constriction of the second half.
1.21. ˛e best symbols for indicating stopstrictives are monograms, as (c, G),
which make three fundamental points quite clear: that the sound is a single
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sound, and not two sounds in sequence (even though it is composed of two distinct phases), with the normal duration of one segment.
In fact, for instance, in Italian it is possible to have phonemic oppositions such
as the one between mogio ‘downcast' and moggio ‘bushel': /'mOGo, 'mOGGo/
('mO:Go, 'mOG:Go), and homorganic, as was mentioned above – it is therefore
not a simple combination of (t, d) with (S, Z), as can unfortunately be read in certain linguistics texts (and even phonetics texts!).
In û 1.14, the ﬁrst phase is marked in black, while the second one is in grey (as
with all the other articulations). ˛e ﬁrst phase is the stop phase, and the second
is the constrictive one, with the articulatory organs close together, but without occlusion of the passage of air. ˛e two diagrams on the right-hand side of û 1.14
show the mechanism from another point of view: that of palatograms.
û 1.14. Stopstrictive articulations.
34
12

c {G}

2
1

3

4

1.22. Comparing the orogram of (c, G) with that of (S, Z) (û 1.13), it is possible to see the di‡erence between the constrictives and the stopstrictives, at least
for the case of the postalveopalatal (protruded) place of articulation.
Both of these, in our ﬁgures, contain a horizontal line at the bottom, which by
convention represents the noise common to the two manners. Instead, a curved line,
at the height of the blade, represents (also by convention) a longitudinal groove.
˛is groove is formed between the blade of the tongue and the part of the palatal vault that it approaches and partially touches. It is through the groove that air
escapes, causing the hissing noises which characterize these grooved sounds.
1.23. Approximant (4). ˛e next manner, following the table of û 1.3, is the approximant manner. It is distinguished from the constrictive manner (3) because the articulatory organs are less close together, and as a result, they produce
a less apparent noise. In fact, this noise is mostly heard only in the voiceless
sounds, while in the voiced ones it is usually ‘covered over' by the voicing produced by vocal-fold vibration.
û 1.15 gives the orograms of (>, j, w), in which the amount of space between the
back of the tongue and the palatal vault is clearly visible. In the orthographic systems of di‡erent languages, (j, w) are found written both with ‘vowel' graphemes
and ‘consonant' graphemes: use˚ yes˚ quite˚ wet ('j¯us, 'j™s, 'khwaÙT, 'w™T) in Italian,
ieri˚ uomo ('jE:Ri, 'wO:mo). Both are voiced.
In the table of û 1.3 (and û 1.15, on the right), we have (h), as well. Although
it is mostly foreign to the Romance languages, it is nevertheless very important in
many other languages: English hut ('håT), German Hut ('hu:t). It is voiceless, and
produced in the glottis by opening the arytenoids. ˛erefore, it usuallt has no oral
articulation of its own (except for coarticulation).
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û 1.15. Approximant articulations.

>

˝

˝

+

w

j

h

1.24. Trill (5). ˛e second to last manner in the table is the trill manner. It regards sounds which produce a pair of rapid tapping contacts of the tongue tip against the alveolar ridge, in the case of (r) in Italian rana ('ra:na), or of the uvula
against the postdorsum, as in the (K) theoretically possible for French rue ('Ky) or
German Rast ('Kast).
In Spanish, the alveolar trill is typically longer: rana ('r:a;na) (sometimes we ﬁnd
‘/'rrana/', or, on the contrary, simply perro ‘/'pero/', for real ('p™Rr:o), as opposed to
pero ‘/'peRo/' ('p™;Ro). Both are voiced, and both are shown in û 1.16, where the
tapping contacts are indicated schematically by the dark balls, and more concretely
by the dashed outlines (more easily visible in the magniﬁed versions on the sides).
Later on, we will also encounter ‘trills' with only one tapping contact (these are
called taps). It will be seen, in any case, that the grapheme r does not represent a
strong or weak trill at all, in many languages, but rather a constrictive or an approximant, in most cases (which we will see adequately, when necessary).
û 1.16. Trill articulations.

r

K

1.25. Lateral (6). ˛e last manner is the lateral one, in which the tongue, while
touching a point on the palatal vault, contracts laterally, thereby permitting air to
pass out by the sides of the tongue.
û 1.17 shows the laterals (l, L), as in lily ('l¤l-i), or in Castilian Spanish calle
('ka;Le), or Italian luglio ('luL:Lø). English and many other languages do not have
any (L) sound, but rather a velarized alveolar (ı), as in fulﬁl (f¨ı'f¤ı:).
û 1.17. Lateral articulations.

l

+

+

+
ı

L

2.
A general approach to
Natural Tonetics
Prosodic elements
2.1. ‹ile speaking of the vowels (§ 1.2), we have already mentioned the distinct role that segment duration (also called leng$ or quantity) can have in
certain languages.
Normally, the chroneme, /:/, is placed after a vowel when it is necessary to indicate length (as we have seen in § 1.2, in the case of German Stadt ('Stat) ‘city' and
Staat ('Sta:t) ‘State').
At times, di‡erences in duration are combined with di‡erences in timbre, as we
ﬁnd, again in German, with o‡en ('öOfè), Ofen ('öo:fè).
Duration can also be associated with diphthongization, as in English bee˚ two
('bI;i, 'Th¯;u). Too often, these last examples are still transcribed ‘(bi:, tu:)', as if they
were actually long monophthongs (and, unfortunately, they are also often transcribed without a stress mark, as if monosyllables could not be either stressed or
unstressed).
2.2. phonemic leng$ of consonants is better indicated by doubling, or more
technically geminating the symbol. ˛is is especially true of languages such as
Italian, where –phonetically as well– the consonants in question are truly geminate, extending over two di‡erent syllables ((00), and not merely ‘lengthened'
consonants, (0:)): vanno˚ detto˚ faccio˚ passo˚ carro˚ gallo ('van:no, 'det:to, 'fac:co,
'pas:so, 'kar:Ro, 'gal:lo).
It is thus important to avoid transcriptions such as ‘/'van:o, 'det:o, 'fac:o, 'pas:o,
'kar:o, 'gal:o)' (or, even worse, ‘/'fat:So/'). Let us also note English: penknife˚ bookcase˚ this seat ('ph™n&naÙf, 'b¨k&é™Is, ∑¤s'sIiT).
phonetic leng$ (which is not distinctive) of single elements, whether vowels or consonants, is marked with the chrone, (:), or with the semi-chrone, (;)
(when less duration is present): English car˚ card˚ cart˚ cardigan ('khA:, 'khA:ﬂ, 'khA;T,
'khA;D¤gÈn), sea˚ seed˚ seat˚ seeding ('sI;i, 'sI;iﬂ, 'sIiT, 'sIiD¤Ò).
Stress
2.3. Word stress (as well as that of rhy$m groups, or stress groups – the ﬁrst
term is preferable) is marked by (') in front of the syllable in question: ﬁnally ('faÙ-
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nÈli) (and certainly not in front of the stressed vowel, ‘(f'aÙnÈli)', nor above the
vowel, ‘(fáÙnÈli)'. Secondary stress, which is weaker (and generally, phonetic and
not phonemic, ¤ without distinctive value), is denoted by (&): dynamite ('DaÙnÈ&maÙT) (not ‘(D'aÙnÈm&aÙT)', nor ‘(DáÙnÈmàÙT)').
Especially in Romance studies, terminological inertia has dragged obviously unscientiﬁc names through time from the Roman era to the present, and so we must
insist, once again, that ‘tonic' is completely inappropriate in the sense of stressed.
˛e word tonic clearly refers to the tone (pitch) of a syllable, not to its stress. ˛e
Romans took their terminology for syllable prominence from Greek, where
prominence was tonal (determined by pitch˚ in addition to inevitable intensity),
even though, in Latin, prominence was intensive, stress-based. All terms of this sort
without scientiﬁc foundation should be rigorously avoided, since they cannot fail
to produce dangerous conceptual misunderstandings.
2.4. In the case of stress position, it is also good to use scientiﬁc and objective
terminology. We will therefore speak of final-stressed words (stressed on the last
syllable, rather than ‘oxytone'), ¤ with stress on the last syllable: ago˚ again˚ replace, kangaroo (È'g‘;¨, È'0™{I}n, >È'phl™Is, &éhπ˙gÈ'>¯;u).
Spanish terminó˚ convoy˚ tendrìa˚ tomar (&teRmi'nø, kom'bøi, te<'dRia, to'maR).
Italian: partirà, partirai, ferrovia, Manin (&paRti'ra, &paRti'ra;i, &feRRo'vi;a, ma'nin:).
Next we have penultimate-stressed words (stressed on the last but one syllable, better than ‘paroxytone'): apparent˚ deductive˚ evolution (È'phπ>ÈnT, DÈ'DåkT¤Ñ,
&™vÈ'l¯uSó) or (&IivÈ-).
Spanish: termino˚ mañana˚ hermoso (teR'mi;no, ma'Na;na, eR'mø;so), Italian: ritorno, domani, principi ‘principles' (also written princìpi) (Ri'tor:no, do'ma:ni,
pRi>'ci:pi) (di‡erent from principi ‘princes', also written prìncipi); prepenultimatestressed ones (stressed on the last but two syllable, better than ‘proparoxytone'): dedicate˚ cumbersome˚ curiosity ('D™D¤&éh™IT, 'khåmbÈsõ, &éhj¨È>i'ØsÈTi).
Spanish: término˚ régimen˚ regìmenes ('t™Rmino, 'r:™ximen, r:e'xi;meneß), Italian: ritornano, domenica, termino, fabbrica (Ri'tor:nano, do'me:nika, 'tEr:mino, 'fab:bRika).
Much less frequently, we encounter words stressed on $e four$ to last
syllable: prosecutor˚ deﬁnitely ('ph>ØsÈ&éhj¨Tå, 'D™fÈnÈtli).
Italian: terminano, fabbricalo ('tEr:mina&no, 'fab:bRika&lo); on the fif$ to last:
cumulatively˚ positivism ('éhj¯umjÈlÈ&T¤vli, -&l™It¤vli, 'phØz-ÈT¤&v¤zõ), Italian: fabbricamelo ('fab:bRikame&lo).
And on the six$ to last as in the very rare Italian form fabbricamicelo ‘build
it for me there, or by means of that, or out of that' ('fab:bRika&mice&lo) (actually, a
form made up purposely as an example, just to set a linguistic record).
Sentence stress
2.5. It is advisable to consider as sentence stress, or ictus, every case of word
stress which remains stressed in sentence context, and does not become reduced.
‹en stress reduction actually occurs, it is a phonetic (rather than a phonemic)
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phenomenon, as in Italian tre gatti ‘three cats' (tRe0'gat:t), where the isolated ('tre)
loses its stress when placed in a rhythm group.
In English such a reduction does not occur; as a matter of fact, we can easily
have examples such as: †en three nice black cats ran out ('∑™< '†>I;i 'naÙs 'blπé
'éhπts '>πn 'aPT).
It is preferable to avoid using the term ‘sentence stress' to refer to the sentence
focus; this last notion refers to the word, or words (and therefore concepts), which
in a given utterance are communicatively more prominent. In fact, they are highlighted by virtue of being new to the conversation (as opposed to being already given, or known).
2.6. Sentence stress and focus are in fact two distinct attributes, although they
are not necessarily incompatible. In fact, they can both be present in the last stress
group, even though this possibility is statistically the least frequent: I never said that
was true (aÙ'n™v-È 's™d '∑πp wÈΩ'˛h>¯;u3 3). Or, in Italian, Non ho mai detto che questo
fosse vero ‘I never said that was true' (no&nømmai'detto éeé&kwesto&fosse've:Ro23)).
In practice, it is much more probable that the sentences above would be said as
(aÙ'n™v-È 's™;∂2 '∑πp wÈΩ"˛h>¯;u3 3), or better (aÙ"n™v-È 's™;∂2 '∑πp wÈΩ'˛h>¯;u3 3), or (aÙ'n™v-È&s™∂3 3 ì'∑πp wÈΩ'˛h>¯;u3 3œ) (and (no&nømmai'det:to2 éeé&kwesto&fosse"ve:Ro23), or
(no&nømmai"det:to2 éeé&kwesto&fosse've:Ro23), or also (&nonøm'maidetto2 ìéeé&kwesto&fosse"ve:Ro23œ)).
˛erefore, a concrete utterance (which is su‚ciently long) will have multiple
ictuses, ¤ protonic syllables and one or more tonic syllables (in the rigorous sense
of stressed syllables in the tune).
At the same time, the utterance can also have one or more points which are
communicatively highlighted (¤ the sentence foci), and these are generally expressed by di‡erent proportions of stress and pitch.
˛e sentence †ese are the new co-workers of my neighbor Roberta (&∑IizÈ∑È'nj¯;u
'kh‘¨&w‘;kÈz ÈvmaÙ'n™IbÈ >È'b‘;Tå3 3) can be variously realized, with single or multiple highlights.
We can therefore encounter (&∑IizÈ∑È'nj¯;u 'kh‘¨&w‘;kÈz2 ÈvmaÙ'n™IbÈ >È'b‘;Tå3 3),
or also (&∑IizÈ∑È'nj¯;u2 'kh‘¨&w‘;kÈz2 ÈvmaÙ'n™IbÈ >È'b‘;Tå3 3), or possibly (&∑IizÈ∑È'nj¯;u 'kh‘¨&w‘;kÈz2 ÈvmaÙ'n™Ibå2 >È'b‘;Tå3 3), or else also (&∑IizÈ∑È'nj¯;u2 'kh‘¨&w‘;kÈz2
ÈvmaÙ'n™Ibå2 >È'b‘;Tå3 3). Notice the importance of the continuative tune (2), even
without a short pause (\) (or longer: (|)).
2.7. Of course, similar subdivisions are possible for the corresponding Italian sentence, too: Questi sono i nuovi colleghi della mia vicina Roberta\ (&kwesti&sonoi'nwO;vi kol'lE:0i2 &della&miavi'ci;na Ro'bEr:ta23), or also (&kwesti&sonoi'nwO:vi2 kol'lE:0i2 &della&miavi'ci;na Ro'bEr:ta23), or possibly (&kwesti&sonoi'nwO;vi kol'lE:0i2 &della&miavi'ci:na2
Ro'bEr:ta23), or else also (&kwesti&sonoi'nwO:vi2 kol'lE:0i2 &della&miavi'ci:na2 Ro'bEr:ta23).
In any case, the elements highlighted can also be grammemes, in cases such as
particular contrasts. ©th the examples above, we can have ('∑I;iz2), or (∑Iiz'A:2)
(with are highlighted), or even (∑È&nj¯u) (with new destressed, but with my highlighted, ('ma;Ù), for some particular reason). Quite the same for Italian (and other
languages).
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Some kind of attenuation can occur in parts of the sentence rendered ‘parenthetical', as in (ìÈvmaÙ'n™IbÈ >È'b‘;Tå3 3œ), where of my neighbor Roberta is spoken as a sort
of afterthought. Again, similar possibilities occur in the Italian example given: (ìdella&miavi'ci;na Ro'bEr:ta23œ) della mia vicina Roberta.
Tones
2.8. Certain languages have distinctive tones; these are called, logically enough,
tonemes. Distinctive tones imply that when the pitch of a syllable changes, its
meaning can change, as well. Let us look at, for example, the three basic ton(em)es
of the African language Yoruba (Ô û 2.1): ró˚ ro˚ rò /5ro, 'ro, çro/ ‘to drape, to till,
to think'.
û 2.1. ˛e three Yoruba tonemes.
1 /5/ (5) >Q≥

2 /'/ (') > ≥

3 /ç/ (ç) >Z≥

In û 2.2, the four ton(em)es of Mandarin Chinese are shown: ma˚ má˚ m∑˚ mà
/5ma, •ma, ¶ma, 6ma/ ‘mother, hemp, horse, to curse'. Of course, in our book
Chinese Pronunciation “ Accents˚ all possible variants are clearly shown.
û 2.2.
˛e four (Mandarin)
Chinese tonemes.

1 /5/ (5) >1≥

2 /•/ (4) >Q≥

3 /¶/ ([) >5≥

4 /6/ (7) >Z≥

Examining these fairly simple examples, it becomes clear that the graphic signs
used are capable of referring to (quite) di‡erent tonetic realities in di‡erent languages.
Intonation
2.9. We will now concisely introduce the bare essentials of intonation. In fact,
all languages have their own intonation systems, and phonetics should therefore
not be treated without examining intonation, as well. Unfortunately, it is often
left out entirely, even in descriptions of particular languages or in transcriptions
of sentences or passages! A notably bad example of this omission is given by the
‘o‚cial manual' of the International Phonetic Association: Handbook of the International Phonetic Association: A Guide to the Use of the International Phonetic Alphabet (found in the bibliography).
In every language the $ree marked tunes (/. ? ÷/) and the unmarked protune (the normal / /, without a special symbol) should be clearly indicated with
appropriate symbols (both on a phonetic, or rather, tonetic level, and on a
phonemic, or tonemic one). ˛e tune involves the ﬁnal stressed syllable of an utterance and the syllables around it (Ô û 2.3), while the protune is what is found
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before the tune in the same intonation group (Ô û 2.3, on the right). In the example his cousin's name is Bartholomew (h¤Ω'khåzóz 'n™;Im IzbA;'†Øl-Èmj¯u3 3), the tune
is constituted by the full name of Bartholomew, while the protune is everything
prior to it: his cousin's name is…
˛e example of Bartholomew is particularly interesting because it allows us to
consider the four ideal components of a tune: the pretonic syllable (Bar-), the tonic syllable (-thol-), and the two posttonic ones (-omew).
˛e pronunciation of this example normally provides a reasonably adequate realization of the schematic tonal movements shown in û 2.3 (which besides the unmarked protune and the three marked tunes, give the important interrogative protune, /¿/, which is marked, and the continuative intoneme, /,/ – which is unmarked).
2.10. If the example were his cousin's name is Dick (h¤Ω'khåzóz 'n™Im ¤z'D¤é3 3), the
tune would be is Dick. ˛e tonic and posttonic syllables would consist of only one
syllable (Dick]˘ In consequence, the ideal movement shown in the diagrams (for
the case with four syllables) would be compressed, not just horizontally, but inevitably in terms of the vertical range, as well. ‹en only one syllable is present (as
in the answer to a question like what is his cousin's name? – Dick]˚ the result is a
fusion of the expected pitch patterns which maintains the characteristic movements, but in an attenuated form.
˛e intonation schemes of the British school were among the few to have some
practical use; but precisely for the reasons considered here (and in general), they
are sometimes decidedly excessive. In fact, for (2 ' 3 3) or (2 ' 2 1) (Ô û 2.3), they give
diagrams like í or ï when there is only one short voiced element: for example for
(¤) in Dick – if the result were truly as extended as their diagrams show, it would
rather sound like a police siren!
û 2.3. ˛e four protunes and tunes of neutral British English.
normal
//()

conclusive /./
(2 ' 3 3)

interrogative
/¿/ (¿)

interrogative /?/
(2 ' 2 1)

imperative
/¡/ (¡)

suspensive /÷/
(2 ' 3 2)

emphatic
/˚/ (˚)

continuative /,/
(2 ' 2)

2.11. ˛e protune and the tune taken together form an intonation group
more usefully called tuning. We use examples such as My favorite dictionary, or
†at patient thinks he's Giuseppe Verdi, to show that the parts of an intonation
group do not necessarily respect word boundaries. In fact, the tunes in these utterances are, respectively: (>ÈT'D¤éSó>i3 3) and (i'v™ÈDi3 3) (-rite dictionary and -pe Verdi).
˛e protunes, on the other hand, are ('∑πts maÙ'f™Iv) and (∑πp'ph™ISót '†¤Òks iz-
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G¯u's™p) [My favo- and †at patient thinks he's Giusep-]. ˛e full examples are:
('∑πts maÙ'f™Iv>ÈT 'D¤éSó>i3 3) and (∑πp'ph™ISót '†¤Òks izG¯u's™p-i 'v™ÈDi3 3).
It will be seen that our transcriptions are not subdivided pedantically along word
boundaries. ˛at practice is still quite common (in the best case, motivated by hopes
of helping the reader). It is much more useful to subdivide transcriptions into
rhythm groups, as we have done, instead of giving things (and symbols) like ‘('∑πt
Iz 'maI 'feIvrÈt 'dIkSÈnri)'.
Or ‘('∑πt 'peISnt '†I˙ks hi:z Gu:'sepi 'veÈdi)', where the stresses and some un-reduced forms (for current reduced forms or ‘weak forms') are also unnatural (¤ in
the cases of ‘/Iz 'maI/' in the ﬁrst example and ‘/hi:z/', at least, in the second, which
are weakened in normal speech, both articulatorily and prosodically).
2.12. Another (not unimportant!) counsel regards the fact that ‘sounds have no
capitals'; note that, for other reasons, the traditional orthographies of languages such
as Arabic and Hindi, and Chinese and Japanese as well, have no capital letters. Children can easily tell that there is no phonic di‡erence between smith and Smith, or
between Italian franco and Franco – both of the English examples are pronounced
exclusively ('sm¤†), and the Italian ones are both pronounced ('fra˙:ko).
And yet, even in textbooks, all too often we ﬁnd (printed, as well) atrocities
such as ‘(DZu:'sepi 'VeÈdi)' and also ‘/'MaI/' absurdly derived from writing conventions! ˛e ‘transcription' of My is given with a capital letter, because it is the
ﬁrst word in the sentence! Moreover, the transcription of Giuseppe uses a capital
letter because the word is a proper name, and the result is an inappropriate and
ambiguous digram, DË, instead of a slightly less forced Dë, which would at least
represent the unity of the sound (G) better.
2.13. û 2.4 will be a useful explanatory tool in order to understand more explicitly the use of tonograms (given that we are not all musicians or singers, for
whom the analogy with a musical score is obvious). Let us observe, then, the
graphemic text, to which we have given the form of the intonation curve. Normally this curve is shown with the lines and dots of tonograms, but here we have used
a more ‘intuitive' approach.
û 2.4. An iconic way to introduce people to intonation.
1

2

See you on
Satur
day.
se e you on
d a y?
[Wi ll they]
Sat ur

3

[If they

don't] see you
total di
on Sat d ay… [it'll be a
sa s
te r.]
ur

[If they

don't] see you
worry a
on Sa t urd ay… [don't
bout
it.]

4
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We show just four examples, based on the segment see you on Saturday (in neutral
British pronunciation), expressly to compare them with í and ï , seen above. ˛ese
examples contrast pairwise: a conclusive utterance is contrasted with an interrogative
one (of a total question), and a suspensive utterance with a continuative one.
2.14. In the case of the last two sentences, the semantic importance of what follows (given in parentheses) is fundamental, whether it is expressed out loud, or instead remains implicit. In any case, the suspensive tune is characterized by decidedly greater and more immediate anticipation, while this is lacking with the continuative. ˛is di‡erence, and certainly not their syntax, explains the di‡erence in intonation between the third and fourth examples.
Applying the movements of the three tunes to a slightly different example, we
see that in neutral (better than ‘standard') British English, the conclusive tune is
falling (/./ (2 ' 3 3)), of the type shown in û 2.3: Christian ('kh>¤scÈn3 3) (and also in
three examples in û 2.4).
˛e interrogative tune is rising (/?/ (2 ' 2 1)), as in the question Christian? ('kh>¤scÈn21). ˛e third tune, the suspensive, is used to create a sort of anticipation, or ‘suspense'. In neutral British pronunciation, it is falling-rising, /÷/ (2 ' 3 2): Although his
name's Christian, –('kh>¤scÈn32)– he's no good Christian at all.
2.15. In û 2.3 (as well as in the second example of û 2,4), we have the interrogative protune, /¿/, as well. ˛is protune is a modiﬁcation of the normal protune,
and it anticipates on the rhythmic-group syllables of the protune the characteristic movement of the interrogative tune (although in an attenuated form).
Obviously, in the part speciﬁcally dedicated to the topic, we will be more explicit and more exhaustive. Here, we remark only that the interrogative protune
is the same in all types of questions, whether these are total questions, like Is his
cousin's name Christian?, or partial ones (containing a question word, such as
why, when, who, how…), such as ∑y is his cousin's name Christian?
We must warn the reader that, contrary to what grammar books and writing-based teaching imply, not all questions have an interrogative tune, nor should they.
In fact, partial questions, in order to sound truly natural and authentic, should
be pronounced with a conclusive tune (or at most, with the unmarked continuative
tune, with pitch in the mid band, which will be seen in greater detail later on): ∑y
is his name Christian? (¿5waÙ¤z {h}¤z'n™;Im 'kh>¤scÈn3 3) (or ('kh>¤scÈn2), with a continuative tune).
2.16. Let us conclude this chapter by drawing attention, again, to û 2.3. ˛e left
bottom part of it shows two more protunes and their typical movements. ˛e imperative one, /¡/, and the emphatic one, /˚/, which do not need any explanation.

3.
Galician vowels

Neutral
3.1. ƒ 3.1 shows the vocalic realizations of neutral Galician, which has seven
vowels, and numerous diphthongs of the /éi, éu/ type, by combining its basic
vowels. <e seven distinctive phonemes are: /i, e, ™, a, ø, o, u/ (i, e, ™, a, ø, o, u)
with only two taxophones, (E, O) for /™, ø/, found in syllables without a primary
or strong stress, \ either secondary or weak. ˙ 3.1.1-3 show the orograms, labiograms, and palatograms correponding to ƒ 3.1.
Here are some examples (including ‘o‚cial' diphthongs): ﬁlla ('fi;ƒa), inda ('i°da),
tres ('tReË), dentro ('de°tRo), ferro ('f™Rr:o), sempre ('Ë™mpRe), cadro ('ka;DRo), ancho ('a§Co), home ('ø;me), conde ('kø°de), mozo ('mo;To), conto ('ko°to), azul (a'TuL), xunta
('©u°ta), virus ('bi;RuË), iglù (i'Glu), taxi ('takËi).
Let us consider very carefully: presa ('pRe;Ëa) (and its inﬂected form: presiña (pRe'Ëi;Na)), présa ('pR™;Ëa) (and its inﬂected form: presiña (pRE'Ëi;Na)), and: bola ('bo;la)
(and its inﬂected form: boliña (bo'li;Na)), bòla ('bø;la) (and its inﬂected form: boliña
(bO'li;Na)). Some repetitions may be of help.
˙ 3.1. Neutral Galician: vowels and diphthongs.
/i/ (i)

/u/ (u)

/e/ (e)

/o/ (o)

/E/ (E, »™)

/O/ (O, »ø)

/a/ (a)

/ei/ (ei)
/eu/ (eu)
/ai/ (ai)

/ou/ (ou)
/oi/ (oi)

/au/ (au)
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˙ 3.1.1. Neutral Galician: orograms (¬ ˙ 3.1 “ 3.3).

2

i

u

o

e

"

™

ø

O

E

a
˙ 3.1.2. Neutral Galician: labiograms (¬ ˙ 3.1 “ 3.3).
i

u

¥

e

o

™

ø

Î

E

O
a

3.2. Diphthongs: queixo ('kei©o), seu ('Ëeu), caixa ('kai©a), causa ('kauËa), noite
('noite), pouco ('pouko). Let us notice that eu ('eu) may be ('™u) in mediatic pronunciation, as also denso can, ('de°so÷ 'd™°-), while dente˚ as other words, is ('de°te,
'd™°-), in neutral pronunciation. In fact, the distinction between /e, ™÷ o, ø/ is seriously endangered, nowadays, due to regional di‡erences and inﬂuence by Spanish,
which only has ‘/E, O/ (E, O)' in stressed syllables.
Further examples: como ('ko;mo), comes ('kø;meË), come ('kø;me), comen ('kø;men);
sirvo ('ËiRBo), serves ('Ë™RBeË), serve ('Ë™RBe), serven ('Ë™RBen); lugar (lu'<aR), sogro ('Ëo;<Ro), sogra ('Ëø;<Ra), algunha (aL'<u;Fa), mel ('m™.), bebo ('be;Bo), mañà (ma'Na), macio ('ma;Tjo), xente ('©e°te), pequeno (pe'ke;no), papel (pa'p™.), montañés (&mø°ta'NeË),
ra ('r:a), mesmo ('m™Ωmo, 'm™Ëmo), chamar (Ca'maR), o gato (o'<a;to), cruz ('kRuT),
maior (ma'joR).
Other examples: ven ('ben), vén ('b™n), pòla ('pø;la), vaca ('ba;ka), alba ('alBa), album ('alBuF), conversar (&kombER'ËaR), selo ('Ëe;lo), vida ('bi;Da), nuclear (&nuk.e'aR), ho-
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˙ 3.1.3. Neutral Galician: palatograms (¬ ˙ 3.1 “ 3.3).

i

2

u

e

™

o

"

ø

E

O

a

ra ('ø;Ra, 'o;Ra), irman (iR'maF), cova ('kø;Ba), min ('min), corda ('køRDa), trato ('tRa;to),
botar (bo'taR), votar (bO'taR), oso ('o;Ëo), òso ('ø;Ëo), carro ('kaRr:o), bonito (bo'ni;to), cordeiro (kOR'DeiRo) (string-maker) ÿ (koR'DeiRo) (lamb), coller (ko'ƒeR), collemos (ko'ƒe;moË), nada ('na;Da), nova ('nø;Ba), novo ('nø;Bo) (mediatic also ('no;Bo)), fuxo ('fu;©o),
foxo ('fo;©o), foxa ('fø;©a), saltar ('sa≤tar), chouto ('Couto), poboaciòn (&poBoa'TjoF).
3.3. In addition, ƒ 3.2 also shows some grammar-diphthongs, often wrongly
described as if they were hiatuses (bisyllabic sequences). We will only show them
here, in an unambiguous way, since they are formed by combining the vocalic elements already seen, also in the other accents that we will present.
Some examples: escribiu (&eËkRi'Biu), perìodo (pe'RioDo), dìa ('dia), paseo (pa'Ëeo),
basea (ba'Ëea), deu ('d™u), caen ('kaen), moa ('møa), poida ('pøiDa), boa ('boa), heroe (E'Røe), poesìa (poe'Ëia), rùa ('r:ua), vacùolo (ba'kuolo), incluen (in'kLuen), azuis (a'TuiË).
It should not be necessary to recall that the sequences (jé, wé) are not at all
‘diphthongs' (because (j, w) are consonants, certainly not vowels): who knows when,
˙ 3.2. Neutral Galician: further diphthongs not hiatuses!
/ii/ (ii)
/iu/ (iu)
/io/ (io)
/ia/ (ia)
/eo/ (eo)
/ea/ (ea)
/Eu/ (Eu)

/Ei/
(Ei)
/ae/
(ae)

/ui/ (ui)
/ue/ (ue)
/uo/ (uo)
/ua/ (ua)
/oe/ (oe)
/oa/ (oa)
/Oi/ (Oi)
/Oe/ (Oe)
/Oa/ (Oa)
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at last, they will be fully recognized for what they really are, with no unscientiﬁc
interference from spelling? <e terms ‘semivowel, semiconsonants' are disgraceful,
uncivilized, and o‡ensive conjurers' tricks, based on miserable traditional spelling!
<us, let us consider some examples illustrating these /0é/ sequences (while
waiting for ‘experts' to wake up from their absurd and dangerous outdated ‘beliefs'): rabia ('r:a;Bja), rabiar (r:a'Bjar), ambiguo (am'bi;<wo), secuaz (Ëe'kwaT). Of
course, words like biograïa and muiñada are (&bio<ra'fia, mui'Na;Da), with true
diphthongs, (io, ia, ui), certainly not with hilarious (and practically illiterate) ‘bisyllabic hiatuses'!
3.4. Although (as we have already told in advance) the distinction between /e, ™/
and /o, ø/ is becoming more and more rare in Galician, in its neutral pronunciation,
it is still present (even in unstressed syllables, as we have already seen and will see).
<us: ven ('ben) (they see) ¡ven! ('ben) (come!), vén ('b™n) (he/she/it comes), e
(e) (and), é ('™, ’E) (is), pe ('pe) (P), pé ('p™) (foot), te ('te) (T˚ you), té ('t™) (tea), ese
('e;Ëe), ese ('™;Ëe) [S]˚ presa ('pRe;Ëa) (handful), présa ('pR™;Ëa) (haste), pero ('pe;Ro) (defect), pero ('p™;Ro) (but).
And: bola ('bo;la) (roll), bòla ('bø;la) (ball), fora ('fo;Ra) (was), fòra ('fø;Ra) (outside),
oso ('o;Ëo) (bear), òso ('ø;Ëo) (bone), no (no) (in the), nò ('nø) (knot), nos ('noË) (us),
nòs ('nøË) (we), vos ('boË) (you, ye), vòs ('bøË) (you), co (ko) (with the), cos (koË) (with
the {pl.}), cò /kø/ (kO) (that the), còs /køs/ (kOË) (that the {pl.}).
3.5. In unstressed syllables of inﬂected forms with original /™, ø/, we ﬁnd (E, O): aceptar (&aTEp'taR), quentura (kE°'tu;Ra), econòmico (&Eko'nø;miko), votar (bO'taR) (but
botar (bo'taR)), obrina (O'Bri;na), homazo (O'ma;To), guerrear (&gERr:e'aR), desovar (&deËO'BaR), presiña (pRE'Ëi;Na), perniña (pER'ni;Na), peìño (pE'i;No), xestiña (ËEË'ti;Na), homiño (O'mi;No), poliña (pO'li;Na)… Let us also consider: elector (&ElEk'toR), electoral (E&lEkto'RaL), numerado (&numE'Ra;Do)… and oìr (O'iR), oìa (O'ia) (because of oia ('ø;ja))…
3.7. ƒ 3.3 shows two important xenophonemes (for careful speakers), which
can be used especially in French, English, and German loans, as in: ﬂûte ('fl2t, -it,
-ut), lycra ('l2;kRa, 'li;-), ﬂirt ('flÎRt, 'fliRt), surf ('ËÎRf, 'ËuRf), röntgen ('r:Î°t0eÒ, 'rOe°-),
föhn ('fÎÒ, -OF).
˙ 3.3. Two Galician vocalic xenophonemes.
/y/ (¥)

/§/ (Î)
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Traditional
3.8. ƒ 3.4 presents the vocalic elements of traditional Galician. Comparing it
with ƒ 3.1, we can see that it includes more taxophones. „en vowels are followed
by a nasal consonant, in a checked syllable, they are nasalized, with timbre di‡erences in the case of /eÑ_, oÑ_/ (ÈÑ_, »™Ñ_÷ ØÑ_, »øÑ_), /™Ñ_, øÑ_/ (íÑ_, »ÈÑ_÷ ÓÑ_,
»9Ñ_)); /aÑ/ is (AÑ_), also in a free syllable: (A_Ñ).
„en completely unstressed (including in word-ﬁnal position), /e, a, o/ undergo
reduction: (’I, ’å, ’U), including (’”Ñ_, ’PÑ_). Some examples: lingua ('lIngwå, -guå),
entre ('È°tRI), ben ('b3Æ), tanto ('tÄ°tU), chama ('CÄ;må), onde ('Ø°dI), dimensiòn (&dim”n'SjØÆ), onte ('p°tI), punta ('pU°tå).
˙ 3.4. Traditional Galician: vowels and diphthongs.
/i/ (i, iö˘)
/e/ (e, »e, ’I, ™ö˘, »eö˘, ’Iö˘)
/E/ (E, »™, íö˘, ’™ö˘)

/u/ (u, uö˘)
/o/ (o, »o, ’U, 9ö˘, »Úö˘, ’Uö˘)
/O/ (O, »ø, Óö˘, ’9ö˘)

/a/ (a, »a, ’å, A˘ö, Aö˘)

/ei/ (ei)
/eu/ (eu)
/ai/ (ai)

/ou/ (ou)
/oi/ (oi)

/au/ (au)

Colloquial
3.9. ƒ 3.5 presents the vocalic elements of colloquial Galician. Similarly to traditional Galician, we can have nasalization of the vowels, when followed by nasal
consonants, including /eÑ_, oÑ_/ (ÈÑ_, ’™Ñ_÷ ØÑ_, ’øÑ_) and (also in free syllables):
/a/ (ÄÑ_, Ä_Ñ). In addition, all are also as (–Ñ_), with seminasal contoids, provelar
before a pause, or homorganic to a following consonant, /n.0/.
In addition, in unstressed syllables, we normally have /a/ (’å), and /e, o/ =(’¤, ’¨).
In poststressed internal (\ non-ﬁnal) syllables, for /e, a, o/, it is also possible to have
==(’I, ’, ’U).
3.10. <e second vocogram in ƒ 3.5 shows two frequent taxophones found for
/a/: (Å, ’Ä), when followed by consonants with a patalal component (/N÷ c, À÷ L÷ j/),
and (A, ’√), when followed or preceded by consonants with a velar(ized) compo-
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˙ 3.5. Colloquial Galician: vowels.
/i/ (i, iö˘)
/e/ (e, ’e, ≠’¤, ≠≠'à-I-, ™ö˘, ’eö˘)
/E/ (E, ’™, »™, íö˘, ’™ö˘)

/u/ (u, uö˘)
/o/ (o, ’o, ≠’¨, ≠≠'à-U-, 9ö˘, ’Úö˘)
/O/ (O, ’ø, »ø, Óö˘, ’9ö˘)
/a/ (a, ’å, ≠≠'à-x-, A˘ö, Aö˘)

frequently /a/ ê
(Å, ’Ä) plus /N÷ c, S÷ L÷ j/
(A, ’√) in contact with
/˙÷ k, g÷ w/ or (Ÿ, ‚÷ ], ı)

/ei/ (ei)
/eu/ (eu)

/ou/ (ou)
/oi/ (oi)

/ai/ (ai)

/au/ (au)

nent (/N÷ k, g÷ w/ or (G, ‚, <, Ÿ÷ û, l)).
Some examples: màximo ('makËimo, 'mAk-, =-m¨), peras ('pe;RåË), herbìvoros (ER'Bi;BoRoË, ==-BUR¨Ë), protagonista (&pRotåGo'niËtå, =&pR¨tåG¨-, -t∞G-), axuda (å'©u;Då, ≠-),
animal (&ånI'mal, -'mAl), traballo (tRå'Ba;ªo, 'BÅ;-, =-ª¨) (also (J, ƒ, Á, Q)), sìmbolo
('ËImbolo, ==-bU-, =-l¨), castro ('kastRo, 'kAs-), épocas ('™;pokåË, ==-pU-, -k∞Ë), ùltimo
('u4timo, =-m¨).
However, for the consonants˚ we ﬁnd: /f/ (F, f)÷ /s/ (Ë, S, s÷ Ω, Z, z)÷ /L/ (ª, J, ƒ, Á,
Q)÷ /T/ (T, ß)÷ (D, D÷ G, ‚, <, Ÿ)÷ (l, û, l)÷ /jé, wé/ frequently (jé, ié, wé, ué)÷ /F+é/
(+Fé, +né) (with a˚ as˚ o˚ os). We will see them better in © 4.
Mediatic
3.11. ƒ 3.6 presents the ‘simpler' vocalic structure of mediatic Galician, including its main diphthongs. The most striking peculiarity is that (especially
stressed) /e, o/ and /™, ø/, (E, ’e÷ O, ’o), may only be distinguished by a slight
(though su‚cient) height di‡erence, inside of the same canIPA vocogram box, although with a diacritic under the symbol (for precision). In order to better show
this di‡erence, we could resort to special canIPA symbols: /e, o/ (", £) and /™, ø/ (E,
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O). Besides, unstressed /e, a, o/, can be (’¤, ’å, ’¨).
However, the mediatic accent, in addition to many oscillations, may also possibly use neutral or colloquial realizations, including (™, ø), although with peculiar
distributions, not necessarily corresponding to the expected ones (but not explicitly shown in the vocogram).
3.12.Some examples: prender (pRe°'d"R, pR¤°'-), ﬁgura (fi'<u;Ra, -Rå), cidade (ßi'Da;De, -D¤), concello (ko°'ß";ªo, k¨°-, -F-, -ª¨), algunha (aû'<u;Fa, al-, ai-, å-, -Få), mel ('mïl,
-û, -l), norte ('n)Rte, -t¤), sobre ('S£;BRe, -BR¤), posiciòn (&poSißi'£F, -'ßj£F), en francés (&eMfRa°'ß"S, &enfRaF-, -fRåF-), verdadeiro (&beRDa'D"iRo, -Då-, -R¨), cousa ('k£uSa, -Så), actual
(&aktu'al, &åk-, ak'twal, åk-, -û, -l), lexislatura (&le©iZla'tu;Ra, -lå-, -Rå), a guerra (a'ŸïRr:a, å-,
-r:å), medio ('m";Dio, -Dj-, -¨), clase ('kla;Se, -S¤), noticias (no'ti;ßiaS, n¨-, ßjaS, -åS).
3.13. However, for the consonants˚ we ﬁnd (concisely): /f/ (f, F)÷ /s/ (S, Ë, s÷ Z, Ω,
z)÷ /L/ (ª, J, ƒ, Á, Q) (occasionally (L, ¬), too); /T/ (ß, T)÷ (D, D÷ <, Ÿ, G, ‚)÷ /l/ (l, û, l)÷
/%jé, %wé/ sequences are very often changed into /i%é, u%é/÷ /F+é/ (+Fé, +né)
(with a˚ as˚ o˚ os). «nal /F+/ (F, n, Æ, ´), often also when followed by a continuous
consonant, /f, T, s, À/ (even in word-middle position).
˙ 3.6. Mediatic Galician: vowels.
/i/ (i)
/e/ (™, ’e, ’¤)
f ™, ’e, »™)
/E/ (™,

/u/ (u)
/o/ (ø, ’o, ’¨)
/O/ (ø,f ø, ’o, »ø)

/a/ (a, ’a, ’å)

frequently /a/ ê
(Å, ’Ä) plus /N÷ c, S÷ L÷ j/
(A, ’√) in contact with
/˙÷ k, g÷ w/ or (Ÿ, ‚÷ ], ı)

/ei/ (™i)
/eu/ (™u)

/ou/ (øu)
/oi/ (øi)

/ai/ (ai)

/au/ (au)

4.
Galician consonants

Neutral and traditional consonants
4.1. In this chapter, we will provide examples of the neutral pronunciation of
the Galician consonants and contoids, followed by the traditional ones (t), indicating mainly its di‡erences, which will appear obvious. Let us observe, concisely, that traditional consonants are generally: /s/ (S, Z), /g/ (g, g, G, ‚), /T/ (T)÷ /L/
(L)÷ /jé, wé/ frequently (jé, ié, wé, ué)÷ /F+é/ (+Fé) (with a˚ as˚ o˚ os). ƒ 4.1 shows
the main consonantal elements for these accents.
˙ 4.1. Neutral Galician: main consonants.
m (M)
pb
f
(B)

(<)
t d
{q Q}
†
(ƒ)
(≤)

n

(>)

(Ò)
N
á (é 0)

˙
k g

(¢ g)

{x} (y)

C {‚}
– (—) {ß} (ﬁ) ë {ò}
r
R
l

(°) w

j
(≥)

{L}

(.)

{K}
{#}

{h}

(ı)

For useful comparisons, ƒ 4.2 shows several other consonats, which occur in
the other accents that we will deal with.
˙ 4.2. Galician: complete consonant set.
(M) (¯)
m (M)
pb

(˙)
(∫) (£) (û) (µ) (n) (Ω)
(«)
(N) (≠)
(<)
(Ò)
n (n) (>) (~) N
˙
t d
(á) (é 0) k g
{ts dz}
C (‚)
(›)
F ﬂ (∂) (s z) (s z) ß (ﬁ)
ë {ò}
(,) (Ú)
(Ÿ) (X) {X}
(∂ d)
(À)
(°) (œ) w (w r) (˜ ˜) (H ˚) {h}
(B)
j
r
(K)
R
(≤)
l (]) (ı) (≥) (¬) (L)
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Nasals
4.2. Neutral Galician has four nasal phonemes (ƒ 4.3): /m/ (m), /n/ (n), /N/ (N)
(spelled as ñ), adding, to a seemingly ‘typical' situation found in western Romance
languages, velar /F/ (F, n), which is found for intervocalic nh and word-ﬁnal -n.
<ere is no change into /n/ for word-ﬁnal /F/, when followed by a vowel, (F{+é},
n{+é}), except when followed by the (unstressed) articles and pronouns o, os, a, as,
as /Fé/ (_Fé): se rexistran as temperaturas (&ËeRr:e'©iËtRa FaË&tempeRa'tu;RaË) (&SeRr:I'©iStRå
FåS&t™mpIRå'tu;RåS)t.
Also, still in traditional pronunciation, postnuclear word-ﬁnal /F/ is (Æ+, ´+)
(seminasals, velar and prevelar, respectively). Examples: mazà (ma'Ta) (må-)t, como
('ko;mo) (-mU)t, nùmero ('nu;meRo) ('nU;mIRU)t, ano ('a;no) (-nU)t, una ('u;na) (-å)t,
uña ('u;Na) (-å)t, unha ('u;Fa) (-å)t, ben ('b™n) ('bí´)t.
˙ 4.3. Galician consonants: nasals (and seminasals).

m

M

˙

n

n

n

~

N

”

˙

n

,

M

¯

˙

∫

£

û

µ

n

Ω

«

N

≠

4.3. Not just for /n0/ (and /mf/), but also for word-ﬁnal /F+0/, in normal
speech, homorganic assimilation is regular. Examples: un programa (&umpRo'<Ra;ma) (&UmpRU'<RA;må)t, en base (em'ba;Ëe) (”m'ba;SI)t, con todo (ko°'to;Do) (kP°'to;DU)t, ﬁn de semana (&fi°deËe'ma;na) (&fI°dISI'mA;nå)t, en canto (en'ka°to) (”n'kA°tU)t,
en Galicia (&enga'li;Tja) (&™ngå'li;Tjå, -Tiå), en Chile (e§'Ci;le) (”§'Ci;lI)t˘
And: con forza (koM'føRTa) (kPM'føRTå)t, con sal (kon'ËaL) (kPn'SaL)t, en xeral (&e§©e'RaL) (&™§©I-)t; sempre ('Ë™mpRe) ('SímpRI)t, àmbolos ('amboloË) ('AmbUlUS)t, xunto
('©u°to) ('©U°tU)t, dende ('de°de) ('dÈ°dI)t, encontro (en'ko°tRo) (”n'kØ°tRU)t, domingo (do'mingo) (dU'mIngU)t, ancho ('a§Co) ('A§CU)t, inﬂuencia (&iMflu'™°Tja, -'e°-)
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(&IMflu'í°Tjå, -'™°-, -Tiå)t, danza ('da°Ta) ('dA°Tå)t, ensino (en'Ëi;no) (”n'Si;nU)t, franxa ('fRa§©a) ('fRA§©å)t, enredar (&enr:e'DaR) (&™nr:I-)t, canle ('kanle) ('kAnlI)t.
As many examples have already shown, in addition to the nasalization in /ÑéÑ/
(Ñ–Ñ) (or at most (Ñ_Ñ)), traditional pronunciation also has nasalization in
checked syllables with /m, n, F/: /éÑ_/ (–Ñ_) (and even /a_Ñ/ (A_Ñ)).
Stops
4.4. Galician has three pairs of diphonic stops (ƒ 4.4): /p, b÷ t, d÷ k, g/ (p, b÷ t,
d÷ k, g, k, g) ((k, g) in contact with tautosyllabic front vowels or before /j/). In addition, modern neutral Galician, also has the voiced palatal stop /ƒ/ (ƒ), which, in
traditional Galician, corresponds to ‘/L/' (L)t (voiced palatal lateral): ﬁlla ('fi;ƒa)
('fi;Lå)t.
Examples: parte ('paRte) (-tI)t, branco ('bRaFko) ('bRAFkU)t, terra ('t™Rr:a) (-r:å)t,
dous ('douË) ('douS)t, claro ('kla;Ro) (-RU)t, gato ('ga;to) (-tU)t, que ('ke, ke), guìa ('gia)
('giå)t, illa ('i;ƒa) (-Lå)t, muralla (mu'Ra;ƒa) (-Lå)t.
However, the voiced stops /b, d, g/, are realized as true stops only after a pause
or following a nasal consonant, and in the homorganic sequence /ld/ (4d), as many
examples have already shown. In fact, the normal realizations, in all the remaining context, are approximant, for /b, d/ (B, D), and semi-constrictive, for /g/ (<, Ÿ)
(unless one speaks slowly, with precision or emphasis). See, however, § 5.11.
Examples: breve ('bR™;Be) (-BI)t, entrada (e°'tRa;Da) (”°'tRa;Då)t, agora (a'<o;Ra)
(å'<o;Rå)t, o viño (o'Bi;No) (U'Bi;NU)t, o diamante (&oDja'ma°te) (&oDjå'mA°tI, &oDiå-)t,
a gastronomia (a&<aËtRono'mia) (å&<aStRUnP'mia), seguir (Ëe'ŸiR) (SI-).
˙ 4.4. Galician consonants: stops.

pb

td

TD

©á

´Ò

kg

Stopstrictives (or ‘a‡ricates')
4.5. Only one stopstrictive is native to the language (ƒ 4.5), the voiceless postalveo-palatal /c/ (C).
However, loanwords can present /÷, …÷ ä/ (÷, …÷ Q): chegar (Ce'<aR) (CI-)t,
chambra ('CambRa) ('CAmbRå)t, pechar (pe'CaR) (pI-)t, rocha ('r:ø;Ca) (-å)t, pizza
('pi;÷a, ±'pit÷a) (-å)t, hertz ('™Rq, ±'h™R÷), mezzosoprano (“mE…oËo'pRa;no, ±“mEd…o-)
(“mE…USU'pRa;nU, ±“mEd…U-)t, jeep ('Qip). See also § 5.12.
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˙ 4.5. Galician consonants: stopstrictives (or ‘a‡ricates').

qQ

C‚

Åﬁ

cG

˚ö

k›

≥W

ºŸ

Constrictives (or ‘fricatives')
4.6. Galician has six constrictives (ƒ 4.6): /f/ (f); /T/ (T); /s/ (Ë), which is laminoalveolar, and (S)t (apico-alveolar) in traditional pronunciation, both becoming
voiced, before sonants and voiced consonants (but see § 5.11): (Ω, Zt); /À, Z/ (©, „);
and, ﬁnally, /x/ (x, x) (/Z, x/ are only found in loanwords). As in Spanish, v only
represents /b/ (b, B), like b˘
Examples: ﬁn ('fin) ('fI´)t, fòra ('fø;Ra) (-Rå)t, xefe ('©™;fe) (-fI)t, aforrar (&afoR'r:aR)
(-fUR-)t, zona ('To;na) (-nå)t, cento ('T™°to) ('Tí°tU)t, aceite (a'Teite) (å'TeitI)t, acceso
(ak'T™;Ëo) (åk'T™;SU)t, sol ('ËoL) ('SoL)t, segundo (Ëe'<u°do) (SI'<U°dU)t, estado (eË'ta;Do)
(IS'ta;DU)t, casa ('ka;Ëa), ('ka;Så)t, presentaciòn (&pReËe°ta'TjoÆ) (&pReS”°tå'TjØF, Ti'ØÆ)t.
And: turismo (tu'RiΩmo, -Ëmo) (tu'RiZmU, -SmU)t, desde ('deΩDe, -ËDe) ('deZDI, -SDI)t,
os nenos (oΩ'ne;noË, oË-) (UZ'n™;nUS, US-)t, as rodas (aR'r:ø;DaË÷ aΩ'r:ø;-, aË'r:ø;-) (åR'r:ø;DåS, åΩ'r:ø;-, åË'r:ø;-)t, as listas (aΩ'liËtaË, aË-) (åZ'liStåS, åS-)t, mais ('maiË) ('maiS)t, xenoma (©E'nø;ma) (-'np;må)t, xesto ('©™Ëto) ('©™StU)t, réxime ('r:™;©ime) (-mI)t, proxecto (pRo'©™kto) (pRU'©™ktU)t, kolkhoz (koL'xoË, ±kaL'xoË) (koL'xoS, kåL'xoS)t, cròmlex ('kRømlEx) ('kRpmlEx)t.
˙ 4.6. Galician consonants: constrictives (or ‘fricatives').

fv

Ç√

†∑

ﬂ∂

sz

∂d

sz

)}

ßﬁ

ëò

≤≥

SZ

Àö

ÂJ

¢Ú

?g

xŸ

·y

WR

Xº
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Approximants
4.7. Galician also has two approximant phonemes (ƒ 4.7), /j, w/ (j, w) (palatal
and velo-labial), mostly in tautosyllabic /+0jé, +0wé÷ _0jé, _0wé/ sequences, and
in intervocalic positions /éjé, éwé/. However, these phonemes, in the traditional accent (and not just in this accent, as we will see), often become (i—é, u—é) \
(i, u) followed by another vocoid. It also has the laryngeal approximant /h/ (h), in
loanwords: hobby ('ø;Bi, ±'hø;-) (see §5.11, too).
Examples: praia ('pRa;ja) (-jå)t, maior (ma'joR) (må-)t, serie ('Ë™;Rje) ('S™;Rje, -RjI)t, variaciòn (&baRja'TjoF) (&baRjå'TjØÆ, -Riå-, -Ti'ØÆ)t, historia (iË'tø;Rja) (iS'tø;Rjå, -Riå)t, cualiﬁcar (&kwalifi'kaR) (&kwa-, ku&å-)t, continua (ko°'ti;nwa) (kP°'ti;nwå, -nuå)t, pingüin
(pin'g°in) (pIn'g°I´, &pIngu'I´)t.
˙ 4.7. Galician consonants: approximants.
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Rhotics
4.8. Among the ‘rhotics' (ƒ 4.8), we have the alveolar trill /r:/ (often hastily described as just being ‘/r/'), with three rapid tappings of the tip of the tongue against
the alveolar ridge, and an alveolar tap /R/, with a single rapid alveolar contact: raro
('r:aRo) (-RU)t.
Intervocalically, also across word boundaries, /r:/ is always preceded by /R/,
forming /Rr:/, as for instance in terra ('t™Rr:a) (-Rå)t, a rama (aR'r:a;ma) (åR'r:Ä;må)t.
<e two phonemes, intervocalically, are also distinctive, as can be seen from minimal pairs such as caro ('ka;Ro) (-RU)t, carro ('kaRr:o) (-r:U)t.
Similarly to Spanish usage, apart from the intervocalic context just seen, in
word-initial position, only /+r, éR+ré/ (+r:, éR+r:é) can appear. We also ﬁnd /r/ (r:)
after a pause.
<e same after a heterosyllabic consonant /n_, F_, l_÷ F+, l+/ (mainly sonant, but
including cases like subrogar (&Ëub_r:o'<aR) (&Sub_r:U-)t); however, in this context, also
plain (0_r) is common (even (0_R) may occur, in neutral pronunciation, too).
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˙ 4.8. Galician consonants: rhotics.

r

K

R

r

4.9. For /s_r÷ s+r/, as in Spanish, we have (Rr:), except in overprecise speech. Instead, after a tautosyllabic consonant, we ﬁnd /_0Ré, +0Ré/, and we also exclusively
have /R/, in syllable- or word-ﬁnal position, /éR_, éR+/.
Here are some examples, to better show this mechanism: ra ('r:a), radio ('r:a;Djo)
(-DjU, -DiU)t, un rato (un'r:a;to) (Un'r:a;tU)t, xeneral romano (&©ene'Ral r:o'ma;no, ro-)
(&©enI'Ral r:U'mA;nU, -rU-)t, honra ('onr:a, -nra) ('Ønr:å, -nrå)t÷ Israel (&iRr:a'™L), os reis
(oR'r:eiË) (UR'r:eiS)t÷ frio ('fRio) ('fRiU)t, pedra ('p™;DRa) (-DRå)t, grande ('gRa°de) ('gRA°dI)t, perder (peR'DeR) (pIR'DeR)t, acertar (&aTeR'taR) (&aTIR'taR)t.
Laterals
4.10. As for the lateral phonemes, we only have /l/ (ƒ 4.9): ﬁla ('fi;la). As already
seen, phonetically, traditional Galician has a further lateral phoneme, ‘/ƒ/ (L)'t, in
place of modern Galician /ƒ/ (ƒ), but this realization is not very frequent anymore.
Examples: lado ('la;Do) (-DU)t, largo ('laR<o) (-<U)t, palabra (pa'la;BRa) (på'la;BRå)t,
falar (fa'laR) (få-)t, nivel (ni'B™.), especial (&eËpeTjaL) (&eSpI'TjaL, -Ti'aL)t.
Let us add that /l{+}0/ assimilates to the place of articulation of a following consonant, except with labial and labiodental consonants (which is not at all strange):
so we have (4) before /t, d÷ T/, (L) before /k, g/, (L) before /c, À/, (L, ¬) before /j/. In
addition, it is important to know that we also have (L), before /k, g/, and in wordﬁnal position (L+).
Examples: alto ('a4to) (-tU)t, rolda ('r:ø4da) (-då)t, alzar (a4'TaR) (å4-)t, balcòn
(baL'koF) (båL'kØÆ)t, algo ('aL<o) (-<U)t, indulxente (&i°du['©e°te) (&I°du['©È°tI)t, el
ioniza (&eLjo'ni;Ta, &e¬-) (&eLjU'ni;Tå)t. Some mostly traditional speakers have (L) also
before bilabial consonants: alma ('alma) ('aL-)t.
˙ 4.9. Galician consonants: laterals.
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4.11. In short, traditional Galician generally has (as shown): /s/ (S, Z), /g/ (g, g, G, ‚),
/T/ (T)÷ /L/ (L)÷ /jé, wé/ frequently (jé, ié, wé, ué)÷ /F+é/ (_Fé, _né) (with a˚ as˚ o˚ os).
Colloquial consonants
4.12. In short, colloquial Galician has: /f/ (F, f)÷ /s/ (Ë, S, s÷ Ω, Z, z)÷ /ƒ/ (ª, J, ƒ, Á,
Q)÷ /T/ (T, ß)÷ (D, D÷ G, ‚, <, Ÿ)÷ (l, û, l)÷ /jé, wé/ frequently (jé, ié, wé, ué)÷ /F+é/
(_Fé, _né) (with a˚ as˚ o˚ os).
4.13. It is a fact that in colloquial Galician, the consonants are mostly oscillations
that can be heard even from ‘good' speakers. As we have seen before, we often have
/éÑ_/ (–Ñ_0, –Ñ+0, –Æ+é, –Æ+|), \ nasalized vocoids followed by homorganic seminasal consonants, and a velar one in ﬁnal prevocalic and ﬁnal prepausal positions.
Examples: elemento (&Ele'mÈ˙to, =-l¤-, -'m3˙-, =-t¨), membro ('mÈ%bRo, 'm3%-, =-¨,
==-U), sangue ('ËÄÆgwe, -gue, =-¤, ==-I), ànfora ('ÄmFoRå, =-¨-, ==-U-), can ('kÄÆ), extenso
(ekË'tÈùËo, =¤-, ==I-, -'t3ù-, =-¨, ==-U), Henrique (™ù'r:i;ke, =-¤, ==-I), enlazar (&™ùlå'TaR),
lonxe ('lØM©e, =-©¤, ==-I), pontòn (pø˙'tØÆ).
As for, /F+/ (Æ+) before the personal pronouns a˚ as˚ o˚ os, we can have, in addition
to (+né), instead of (+Fé) (which is more current, with the corresponding forms of
the articles: son as unicas excepciòns (&ËoFå'Ëu;nikå &ËekTep'TjØÆË)).
<e taxophones of /d, g/ are: (D, D), (G, ‚, <, Ÿ), while /b/ (B) does not change.
Examples: unidade (&uni'Da;De, -'Da;D-, -=¤, ==-I), agàs (å'GaË÷ -<-), burgués (buR'‚eË, =b¨=bU-, -Ÿ-), labor (lå'BoR). As for /ƒ/, we ﬁnd several possibilities, in addition to (ƒ):
(ª, J, Á, Q). Examples: batalla (bå'ta;ªå, -'tÅ-÷ -Jå, -ƒå, -Áå, -Qå), vello ('b™;ªo÷ -J-, -ƒ-,
-Á-, -Q-÷ =-¨, ==-U).
4.14. However, one of the most peculiar characteristic of some speakers of this
accent (and also of the mediatic and western regional ones, as we will see), is the
presence, along with several possibilities and oscillations, of the so-called gheada
phenomenon, where /g/ (g, g; <, Ÿ) (along with all its contextual taxophones), can
change into (H) (a voiceless prepharyngeal approximant), in the most typical accents, due to a well-known dialectal feature. But we can also ﬁnd (˜, w), (˜, r), and
(˚) (which is the voiced counterpart of (H)).
Examples: grupo ('HRu;po÷ '˜R-, '˜R-, '˚R-÷ =-¨, ==-U), goberno (Ho'B™Rno÷ ˜-, ˜-, ˚-)
=(0¨-, -n¨) ==(0U¨-, -nU), guitarra (Hi'taRr:å÷ r-, w-, ˚-) (=0¤-, ==0I-), liga ('li;Hå÷ -˜å,
-˜å, -˚å), conseguir (&køùËe'HiR÷ -'riR, -'wiR, -'˚iR÷ =-Ë¤-, ==-ËI-), lingua ('lIùHwå, -uå÷ 'lIN˜-,
'lIN˜-, 'lIù˚-), and (of course) galego (Hå'le;Ho, ˜å'le;˜o, ˜å'le;˜o, ˚å'le;˚o, -'l™;-, =-¨,
==-U). Of course, not all speakers present this peculiarity, since it is perceived as a
very broad and illiterate feature, socially degrading.
4.15. „ile /c, ä/ (C, Q) are ‘normal', the xenophonemes /÷, …/ generally become (ts, dz) sequences: pizza ('pitså), mezzosoprano (“mEdzoËo'pRa;no) =(-¨Ë¨-, -n¨)
==(-UËU-, -nU).
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For the constrictives, we can ﬁnd some weaker articulations (\ semiconstrictive,
for (F÷ ¤, Ù)), in addition to stronger (fully constrictive) ones. For instance, /f/ (F,
f), /s/, (Ë, Ω) (lamino-alveolar), (S, Z) (apico-alveolar), (s, z) (dentalveolar), (s, z÷ ¤, Ù)
(dental), /T/ (T, ß) (slit dental), and /À, Z/ (©, „).
Examples: fòsforo ('FøËForo, 'føËf-; -S-, -s-, -s-, -¤-; ==-FU-; =-r¨), situaciòn (&Ëitwå'TjØÆ,
-tuå-, -Ti'ØÆ÷ &S-, &s-, s-, -¤, -ß-), certo ('T™Rto, 'ß™R-, =-¨, ==-U). Javier (Xå'Bj™R, &XåBi'™R). In
addition, /r/ (r, r:) may individually be used in the following cases: /+r:, F_r:, l_r:,
éRé/, and /s_r:/ (r, r:).
As in traditional pronunciation, /%jé, %wé/ sequences are very often changed
into /i%é, u%é/: familia (Få'mi;ljå, -liå), cuartel (kwår't™l, kuår-).
Prevocalic /l/ is (l), while, instead of neutral (L), before velar consonants and
pauses, we more often ﬁnd (û, l): càlculo ('kaûkulo, 'kA-, -l-, =-¨, ==-U), cal ('kaû, 'kA-,
-l), tal ('tal, 'tA-, -û).
4.16. Obviously, with these accents, there are further possibilities and oscillations, also due to the attempts, from regional speakers, trying to become actual
neutral (or traditional) speakers, without fully succeeding, especially for the latter accent.
Mediatic consonants
4.17. Mediatic Galician has: /f/ (f, F)÷ /s/ (S, Ë, s÷ Z, Ω, z)÷ /L/ (ª, J, ƒ, Á, Q) (occasionally (L, ¬), too); /T/ (ß, T)÷ (D, D÷ <, Ÿ, G, ‚)÷ /l/ (l, û, l)÷ /%jé, %wé/ sequences are
very often changed into /i%é, u%é/÷ /F+é/ (_Fé, _né) (with a˚ as˚ o˚ os). «nal /F+/
(F, n, Æ, ´), often also when followed by a continuous consonant, /f, T, s, À/ (even
in word-middle position).
4.18. As this accent shares many consonantal similarities with the colloquial
one, we will mainly analyze its di‡erences. Let us state clearly that, even more possibilities and oscillations are possible with this accent, since, interferences, from
the other (mostly non-regional) accents, are surely likely.
For instance, /ƒ/, occasionally, can be (L, ¬), in addition to the possibilities already seen. Besides, we have /F+/ (F, n÷ Æ, ´), often also when followed by a continuous consonant, \ /f, T, s÷ À, Z÷ x÷ r:, l/. <e same can also happen, for word-internal
/n0/, in those same contexts: (F0, n0÷ Æ0, ´0).
Examples: conﬂito (koF'fli;to, koÆ-), denso ('d"nSo, 'd"´-), diferenza (&dife'Rïnßa,
-'Rï´-), laranxa (la'RaF©a, -'RaÆ-), Henrique (en'r:i;ke, e´-), canle ('kaFle, 'kaÆ-), un forte (uF'F)Rte, uÆ-), en sacarosa (&enSaka'R£Sa, &e´-), en Celanova (&enßela'n)Ba, &e´-), San
Xoàn (&SaF©o'aF, &SaÆ-, -'aÆ), en relaciòn (en&r:ela'ßj£F, e´-, -'ßj£Æ), en latitude (en&lati'tu;De, e´-), pan ('paF, 'paÆ).

5.
Galician structures

Metaphony
5.1. Galician (as Portuguese) has metaphony, by which e˚ o˚ may be /e, o/ or /™,
ø/, in inﬂected forms of the same roots (of verbs, nouns or adjectives), depending
on their endings. It is a real challenge for foreigners, but even for natives it may
present peculiar di‡erences.
However, metaphony is less widespread and with frequent oscillations. In fact,
especially for nouns and adjective (and participles) usage is rather unstable, including possible exchanges for the timbres used, in addition to intermediate ones, (E, O).
A (growing) number of (especially younger) speakers do not have metaphony at all,
or have mixed and confused usages, especially, but not only, in mediatic accents.
In fact, except for traditional pronunciation, and (though not systematically)
for neutral pronunciation, metaphony seems to have become a sort of regional accent, mainly that of western Galicia.
5.2. But things are not so simple: a real pronunciation dictionary should accurately indicate all forms, showing their phonemes precisely… <is is even more
necessary for non-verbs (or nominal forms, \ nouns and adjectives).
In fact, their phonemes are not easily predictable (with the complication of geographical and personal di‡erences). For instance, we have: corpo ('koRpo), corvo ('kørBo), martelo (maR't™;lo), nobelo (no'Be;lo)÷ but also: mantelo (ma°'t™;lo, -'te;-), mantelo (ma°'teL, -'t™L), carambelo (&kaRam'b™;lo, -'be;-), ollo ('o;Lo, 'ø;Lo), olmo ('olmo)
(elm), olmo/-a ('ølmo, -a) (soft), novo ('nø;Bo÷ 'no;-), nova ('nø;Ba), morto ('møRto÷
'moR-), morta ('møRta)…
<e variants shown after (÷) are less preferable, often mediatic ones, often inﬂuenced by Portuguese, while the other mediatic ‘deviation', more and more frequently
using merged ('E, 'O), instead or of ‘proper' /'e, 'o/ or /'™, 'ø/, are inﬂuenced by Spanish,
in addition to intrinsic language evolution.
5.3. In general, feminin forms, with -a˚ -as˚ have /'™, 'ø/, as also the endings -el˚ -ol
(and their plurals -eis˚ -ois). Instead, the following endings usually have /'e, 'o/: -edo˚
-eta˚ -eza˚ -eno˚ -ello˚ -eo˚ -és˚ -òn˚ -ono˚ -or˚ -oso˘
For non-verbal forms, we could safely indicate only: sogro ('Ëo;<Ro), sogra ('Ëø;<Ra),
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at least until this couple does not o‚cially change, as well. Usually, there is no
metaphony for words (with /e, o/) ending in: -edo/-eda˚ -ello/-ella˚ -eo/-ea˚ -or/-ora˚
-oso/-osa (as: fea˚ matadora˚ fermosa). However, some speakers (especially traditional or regional ones) may have it.
<us, we can certainly ﬁnd both timbres (and, again, the intermediate ones) in
words like (including plurals): ela˚ aquela˚ pega˚ hora˚ boda˚ hora˚ soga˚ medo˚ posto˚
nobelo˚ martelo˚ mantel˚ mantelo˚ carambelo˚ carrelo˚ tornecelo˚ ollo˚ dente˚ tenda˚
tempo˚ fonte˚ ponte˚ morto˚ morta˚ novo˚ nova˚ galego˚ galega˚ elenco˚ conto˚ forza˚
sol˚ sobro˚ sobra˘ Also verbal forms, like quero˘
5.4. Nevertheless, for verbal forms, we can posit what follows _ /™/ in: vende˚ -es˚
-en÷ but /e/ in: vendo˚ -a˚ -as˚ -an÷ /ø/ in: colle˚ -es˚ -en÷ but /o/ in: collo˚ -a˚ -as˚ -an˘
Also /™/ in: serve˚ -es˚ -en (but, of course, /i/ in: sirvo˚ -a˚ -as˚ -an)˚ and /ø/ in: dorme˚
-es˚ -en (but /u/ in: durmo˚ -a˚ -as˚ -an).
Generally, the same goes with /™, ø/, for: -er˚ -era˚ -eras˚ -eres˚ -eran˚ -eren˚ -eron÷
-ese˚ -eses˚ -esen˚ -estes˚ -eches˚ -emos˚ -ermos˘ Besides, imperatives in -e may oscillate (although /e, o/ are more typical): bebe ('b™;Be)˚ ¡bebe! (˚'be;Be÷ ˚'b™;-)˚ come ('kø;me)˚
¡come! (˚'ko;me÷ ˚'kø;-).
<e following verbal endings cause /'™, 'ø/: -e˚ -es˚ -en÷ -eses˚ -esen÷ -eches˚ -estes÷
-eron˚ -eras˚ -eran÷ -eres˚ -erdes˚ -ermos˚ -eren÷ -os˚ -on˘ Instead, the following have /'e,
'o/ or /'™, 'ø/, depending on their speciﬁc grammatical forms: -er (but inﬁnitives have
('eR)), -era˚ -ese˚ -emos˘ <e same for: for˚ fora˚ fose˚ fomos˘ Besides, we ﬁnd /'e, 'o/ for
-o˚ -a/-as (imperative)˘
In addition, forms with e˚ o˚ followed by /N, L, ƒ, c, À/ (including /ei/ ei) may
tend to always keep /e, o/; the same for forms of ser and ir with e˚ o.
However, there are uncertainties and oscillations for di‡erent forms (mainly
past ones) with: -emos˚ -era˚ -ese (including preterite and future -er).
Phone combinations
5.5. <e combination of phones may produce things not clearly indicated by
the current spelling, as in: ciencia ('Tj™°Tja), pousei (pou'Ëei), biograïa (&bioGra'fia),
muiñada (mui'Na;Da), arrieiro (&aRr:i'eiRo), bidueiro (&biDu'eiRo), oﬁciais (&ofi'TjaiË), iguais (i'GwaiË), cambiei (kam'bjei), minguou (miÒ'gwou), arraiou (&aRr:a'jou).
In addition, clusters between words in phrases produce things like: este idioma
(&eËti'Djo;ma), este espectàculo (&eËteËpEx'ta;kulo), este enigma (&eËtE'niÚma), este aparello (&eËtapa'Reƒo), este homiño (&eËtO'mi;No), este home (&eËte'ø;me, eË'tãø;-), este outeiro
(&eËtou'teiRo, &eËtWu'-), este uniforme (&eËtuni'føRme), certa escola (&TERtaË'kø;la), sube arriba (&ËuBaR'r:i;Ba).
More: esta abella (&eËta'Be;ƒa) (only very slowly or precisely: (&eSta;'Be;ƒa), but never with (å), as ‘(&eËtå'Be;ƒa)', even in traditional, colloquial, mediatic, or regional accents), ela mesma o di (&ela'm™ΩmO 'Di, -ËmO÷ &E-), boto o dìa ('botO 'Dia, -to;), teño o
necesario ('te;NO &neTe'Ëa;Rjo, -No;), todo o mundo (&toDO'mu°do, -Do;).
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5.6. Let us also consider: cantaba e bailaba (ka°'ta;BE Bai'la;Ba), ìa e viña de aquì
para alì ('iE; 'Bi;Na2 Da'ki pRa;'li), enchera os petos de area (e§'CeROË 'pe;toΩ Da'Rea), a un
lado e a outro da estrada (OF'laDE; 'outRo DaË'tRa;Da).
5.7. Consonant clusters with /0R, 0l/ are tautosyllabic: abril (a'BRiL), atlas ('a;tlaË).
In lofty words, we ﬁnd preﬁxes with di‡erent phono-syllables, like: abrogar (&abr:o'GaR), subliñar (&Ëub-li'NaR) (although, popularly, we also ﬁnd ‘regular': (&a-BRo'GaR,
&Ëu-Bli'NaR)).
In addition to what we have already said in © 4, clusters with -n+/0/ are homorganic in neutral Galician, except for -nn-˚ -nm- /Fn, Fm/ (and ﬁnal -n /F+/), while the other accents may have /F0/ also with any other consonant, but with many oscillations.
Examples: non ('noF), nun ('nuF), neon ('n™oF, 'neoF), en Naròn (&enna'RoF), innato (in'na;to), inmenso (in'menËo, -™n-) (also possible, although less frequently, (im'm-)), man ('maF), funciòn (fu°'TjoF), but: mans ('manË), funciòns (fu°'TjonË). In
addition: infeliz (&iMfe'liT), ansia ('anËja), funxìbel (fu§'©i;Bel), ambiente (am'bj™°te), dente ('de°te, 'd™°-), incansable (&inkan'Ëa;Ble).
5.8. «nal -n /F+/ followed by a vowel in a phrase becomes syllable initial: eu non
oìn iso ('eu no-FO'i 'ni;Ëo). However, when the words ben ('b™n), nin ('nin), non
('noF), sen ('Ëen) (‘without', but not the two nouns sen ('Ë™n)), quen ('k™n), and alguén
(aL'g™n), ninguén (nin'g™n), tamén (ta'm™n) (and verbal forms in -n˚ too) are followed
by the pronouns a˚ as˚ o˚ os˚ (F) becomes (n): tamén o dixo (ta&mEno'Di;©o), non o sei
(&nono'Ëei), ben o sei (&bEno'Ëei).
Let us also consider: dìxome: ‘non a vin' ('di;©ome2 'no na'Bin) (he/she said to me: ‘I
didn't see her'), but: dixome ‘non' a min ('di;©ome2 "no Fa'min) (he/she said: ‘no' to me').
In addition, when -n is followed by the articles a˚ as˚ o˚ os˚ in neutral and traditional accents, we ﬁnd (n) again: ven o neno ('be no'ne;no), sen a vida (&Ëe-na'Bi;Da),
tamén os años (ta&mEno'Ëa;NoË).
5.9. However, in accents di‡erent from the neutral or traditional ones, we may
certainly ﬁnd either (F, n) or (n). <e indeﬁnite articles are: un (uF), uns (unS), unha
(&uFa) (also combined with c-˚ d-˚ n-) and ningun/-nha (nin'guF, -'gunË, -'gu;Fa) (including plural forms with -s]˚ but in accents di‡erent from the neutral and traditional ones, we very often hear: (&una-) or un home (u'nø;me), Æ.
<e same is true for any other /n0/ clusters, becoming /F0/ (F0, n0, n0), including (Mf, mb, mp) inferno (iM'f™Rno, in-, in-), inverno (im'b™Rno, in-, in-), sempre ('Ë™mpRe, -n-, -n-), ponte ('po°te, -Fte, -nte), ansia ('anËja, 'aF-, 'an-), innato (in'na;to, in'n-).
5.10. Clusters in lofty words remain in neutral pronunciation, but they tend to
be simpliﬁed in colloquial or less formal speech, but are certainly reduced in popular speech: subsidio (Ëub'Ëi;Djo, ËuB'-, Ëu'-), producto (pRo'Dukto, -u;to), repugnanate
(&r:epug'na°te, -pu<'na°-, -pu'na°-). Word-initial lofty clusters are heterosyllabic, as
can be easily heard in phrases with a vowel before them.
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Colloquially they can be simpliﬁed: mnemotécnica (m&nemo't™knika), pneumàtico (p-neu'ma;tiko), pseudònimo (p-Ëeu'Dø;nimo), xilòfono (k-Ëi'lø;fono), clìmax agradable ('kli;mak &Ëa<Ra'Da;Ble), clubs antigos ('klub Ëa°'ti;<oË, -up), afectar (&afEk'taR),
digno ('dig-no, 'diŸ-), pigmeo (pig'meo, 'piŸ-), subliñar (&Ëub-li'NaR), subrogar (&Ëub-r:O'<aR). Let us observe that, when such clusters are kept, they are pronounced with unreleased ﬁrst elements, (0ü0), as in acto ('aküto), director (&diREkü'toR), Æ.
Further examples of colloquial, informal, or popular, simpliﬁcation: instituto
(&inËti'tu;to, &iËti-), opciòn (op'TjoF, o'-), pterodàctilo (p&tERo'Daktilo, &tERo'Da;tilo). Besides, in informal and popular accents, /k0/ clusters become ‘(u0)': lecciòn (lEk'TjoF,
lE-, lEu-), perfecto (peR'f™kto, -'f™uto). On the contrary, we may even ﬁnd cases like:
absoluto (&abËo'lu;to, &akËo-), obxecto (Ob'©™kto, Ou'©™uto).
5.11. Neutral and traditional Galician prefer stop taxophones for /b, d, g/, (b, d,
g, g), when followed by a heterosyllabic consonant, instead of certainly possible (perhaps also due to Spanish usage) continuous ones, (B, D, <), as in: obvio ('øbbjo, 'øbBjo,
'øBBjo), admirar (&admi'RaR, &aDmi-), adverso (ad'B™RËo, aD'B-), segmento (Ëeg'me°to, ËeŸ-,
-'m™°-).
Also for s /s/ before voiced consonats, neutral and traditional Galician would prefer (Ë); but the common practice, from colloquial accents on (as in Spanish), is to use
(Ω): esbozar (&eËBo'TaR, &eΩB-), ismos ('iËmoË, 'iΩ-), esnacar (&eËna'kaR, &eΩ-), israelì (&iËr:ae'li,
&iΩ-, &iRr:a-), islam (iË'lam, -aF, iΩ-), os dedos (oË'De;DoË, oΩ-), dous iates (&douË'ja;teË, &douΩ-).
In accents di‡erent from the neutral and traditional ones, instead of /0R/ we often
ﬁnd (0r): preto ('pR™;to, 'pr™;-), instead of (Rr:) also (Rr): carro ('kaRr:o, 'kaRro). In addition,
instead of /N/ (N), we can hear (J), or (N:), after the stressed syllable: año ('a;No, 'a;Jo, 'aN:o).
5.12. Of course, in loanwords, some xenophonemes are used, too: adagio (a'da;Qo,
a'Da;-, -Co), pizza ('pi;÷a, 'pitsa, 'pitËa), mezzosoprano (&mE…oËo'pRa;no, &mEd…o-, &mEdzo-, &mEdΩo-), majorette (&ma„o'R™t), hobby ('hø;bi, 'hø;Bi, 'ø;-), stop (Ë'tøp, eË'tøp).
5.13. Except in neutral and traditional accents, peculiarities like the following
ones are quite common in the other accents. Words with stressed /i, ei/ can make
other vowels (especially /e, o/) to be articulated as /i, u/: meniño (me'ni;no, mi-),
peteiro (pe'teiRo, pi-), espido (eË'pi;Do, iË-), domingo (do'mingo, du-), comida (ko'mi;Da, ku-), costume (koË'tu;me, kuË-).
In addition, we can certainly ﬁnd other peculiarities. Word-internal vowels, after
a stressed syllable, may oscillate much, as for instance in: nùmero ('nu;meRo, -mE-,
-mo-, -ma-, -må-).
Besides, it may happen that an unstressed /e/, before the stressed syllable, if in contact with a bilabial consonant, changes its timbre as in: levar (le'BaR, lÎ-, lo-).
Furthermore, we may surely happen to ﬁnd cases like: a auga (a'auGa, a'œa-, a'ãa-), dào
('dao, 'daœo, 'daão), lévoo ('l™;Boo, -oWo -oão),
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Contractions
5.14. <e prepositions a and con and the conjunction ca undergo phonic contraction when followed by the deﬁnite articles a˚ as˚ o˚ os˘ <ey are written à˚ às, ò˚ òs (the
last two also ao˚ aos]˚ pronounced (a, aË÷ O, OË) (never ‘(å, åË÷ o, oË)' nor ‘(åu, åo, -Ë)'!).
Also the prepositions des and por˚ followed by the same articles, become dela(s)˚
-o(s) and pola(s)˚ -o(s) and are pronounced (&dela{Ë}, &delo{Ë}, &De-, dla{Ë}, dlo{Ë}, Dl-)
and (&pola{Ë}, &polo{Ë}, pla{Ë}, plo{Ë}).
Even the preposition para combined with the articles, which may be written
either para a(s) Æ or prà(s)˚ -ò(s) Æ are currently pronounced (pRa{Ë}, pRO{Ë}), in addition to slower (&paRa{Ë}, &paRO{Ë}). Let us notice that para is generally reduced also in phrases like para min (pRa'min) Æ.
<e contraction of the prepositions de and en with the articles gives da(s)˚ do(s)
and na(s)˚ no(s)˚ which are pronounced (da{Ë}, do{Ë}, D-) and (na{Ë}, no{Ë}). <e
preposition con produces coa(s) (koa{Ë}, kWa{Ë}, ka{Ë}) and co(s) (ko{Ë}).
5.15. <e conjunction ca produces cà(s), cò(s) (ka{Ë}÷ kO{Ë}). It can also combine
_phonically_ with the preposition a (even if together with an article), producing
ca a(s) (ka{Ë}, kœa{Ë}, ka;{Ë}), ca ò(s) (kO{Ë}, kœO{Ë}, kaO{Ë}).
Let us also notice cases with personal pronouns, like: téñaa(s) ('te;Na{Ë})˚ téñoo(s)
('te;NO{Ë})˚ lévao(s) ('l™;BO{Ë})˚ cando o vin ('ka°dO 'Bin)˚ leva a tùa ('l™;Ba{;} 'tua).
To avoid possible ambiguity, with a contracted (a), in addition to using the timbre (a), not (å), the speaker may choose to lengthen the vocoid into (a;). <e same
in cases like todo o mundo ('to;DO 'mu°do, 'to;Do;), if the timbre is (o).
Stress
5.16. For stress, Galician spelling is rather ‘friendly', as in Spanish, although certain doubts exist, especially for foreigners. As is Spanish and Portuguese, adverbs
in -mente have their ﬁrst element more prominent than, for instance, in Italian:
cumpridamente (kum“pRiDa'me°te), cortesmente (koR&teΩ'me°te, -Ë'm-); the same, in
general, for lexical compounds: vichelocrego (“biCelo'kR™;<o), malhumorado (“malumo'Ra;Do), esceneﬁcaciòn (eË“Tene&fika'TjoF).
5.17. Of course, grammemes (such as articles, prepositions, personal pronouns) are
normally not stressed, or with a possible secondary stress if they are not monosyllables.
<e position of stress can be distinctive, as in: laido ('laiDo) (ugly), laìdo (la'i;Do)
(moan), lucido (lu'Ti;Do) (bright), lucìdo ('lu;TiDo) (lucid), sabia ('Ëa;Bja) ({one} predicts),
sabìa (Ëa'Bia) ({one} knew), saia ('Ëa;ja) (skirt), saìa (Ëa'ia) ({one} went out), or verbal
forms as: cantaran (ka°'ta;RaF), cantaràn (&ka°ta'RaF), cantaras (ka°'ta;RaË), cantaràs
(&ka°ta'RaË), cantara (ka°'ta;Ra), cantarà (&ka°ta'Ra) (¬ the noun càntara ('ka°taRa)).
Let us also consider examples like the following ones: roiades (r:o'ja;DeË), ro¢ades
(r:oi'a;DeË), saiamos (Ëa'ja;moË), sa¢amos (Ëai'a;moË) (for ‘(Ëa'iamoË)', the correct spelling would be saìamos).
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5.18. In Galician, the relation between sequences like (jé, 'jé, wé, 'wé) and (ié,
i'é, ué, u'é) is rather unstable, although there certainly are more or less clear preferences. For instance, examples like the following ones are generally: piar (pi'aR), suar
(Ëu'aR), real (r:e'al), soar (Ëo'aR), reòstato (r:e'øËtato), moeda (mo'e;Da). Especially, in
tunes, they are practically so.
5.19. But, in protunes, they may surely become, respectively: ('pjaR, 'ËwaR, 'r:ãaL,
'ËWaR, 'r:ãøËtato, 'mWe;Da). On the contrary, words like the following one are, normally: cuadrivio (kwa'DRi;Bjo), but in a tune, especially in slower speech, we can certainly hear also: (kua'DRi;Bio, -'dRi;-).
<is trend is more and more frequent, very often changing (j, w) into (i, u), or at
least adding the new realizations, without much attention. It must be said, clearly,
that such di‡erences can actually also depend on the stress pattern of the particular
words. In fact, let us consider: piano (pi'a;no÷ 'pja;-), pianola (pia'nø;la, pja-), pianista
(pia'niËta, pja-), pianìssimo (pja'ni;Ëimo, pia-).

6.
Galician intonation
“ transcribed texts
Intonation
6.1. For intonation˚ ƒ 6.1 shows the four tunes and protunes of neutral (and
traditional) Galician. It also includes the unmarked continuative tune, /,/, which
û 6.1. ˛e intonation patterns of neutral and traditional Galician.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/¿/ (2 2 Ì 2 2 Ì 2 2 Ì 2)

/?/ (2 ' 2 2)

/˚/ (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)

/¡/ (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/,/ (2 ' [2] 2)

û 6.2. ˛e fundamental intonation patterns of colloquial and mediatic Galician.

colloquial / / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/¿/ (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/?/ (2 Ì 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)

mediatic / / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

/¿/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/?/ (2 Ç 2 1)

/?/ ±(2 ' 1 2)
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is very similar in the other accents (and shown only here). ƒ 6.2 shows the colloquial and mediatic patterns tune (including a mediatic interrogative variant).
6.2. Galician spelling is also useful because _in addition to ? and !_ it uses ¿ and ¡
at the beginning of questions and prosodically marked sentences, as exclamations.
Here are some sentences to be used to approach the neutral intonation patterns.
Quero falar galego ben.
('ke;Ro fa'laR <a'le;<o ÇB™Æ3 3) {('k™;Ro)}
(I want to speak Galician well)
Sabemos que chegaran o sàbado.
(Ëa'Be;moË &ke©e'<a;Ra noÇËa;BaDo3 3) {(-'<a;Ra Fo-)}
(We know they arrived on Saturday)
Moitas grazas.
('moitaΩ Ç<Ra;TaË3 3)
(<anks a lot)
¿E ti que pensas?
(¿eÌti keÇp™°ËaË3 3)
(And what do you think?)
¿Para onde imos?
(¿&paRaÌo°de Çi;moË3 3) {(¿pRaÌo°-)}
(„ere are we going?)
¿Onde estàn os teléfonos?
(¿&o°deËÌta noËteÇl™;fonoË3 3) {(-'ta FoË-)}
(„ere are the telephones?)
¿Vostede fala galego?
(¿boËÌte;De Ìfa;la <a'le;<o2 2)
(Do you speak Galician?)
¿O seu irmàn entende galego?
(¿oÌËeuiR ÌmaF2 ¿e°'t™°de2 2 4<aÇle;<o3 3[)
(Does your brother understand Galician?)
¿Pilar estudia matemàticas?
(¿pi'laR2 ¿eËÌtu;Dja &mate'ma;tikaË2 2)
(Does Pilar study mathematics?)
Ía dicìrselo, cando sonou o teléfono.
(&iaDi'TiRËelo2 &ka°doËo'nou teÇl™;fono3 3)
(I was about to tell it, whe the phone rang)
Cando cheguei à estaciòn, o tren xa tìñase ido.
('ka°do ©e'‚ei2 aeËtaÇTjoÆ2 2 o'tR™§ ©a'ti;NaËe Çi;Do3 3)
(„en I came to the station, the train had already left)
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¿Imos en bus ou a pé?
(¿Ìi;mo ËemÇbuË2 2 ¿oaÇp™3 3) {(¿ouaÇp™3 3)}
(Shall we go by bus or on foot?)
Ten un, dous, tres, catro, cinco.
(te'FuF2 'douË2 'tReË2 Çka;tRo2 2 ÇTinko3 3)
(<ere are: one, two, three, four, ﬁve)
Ten un, dous, tres, catro, cinco…
(te'FuF2 'douË2 'tReË2 'ka;tRo2 'Tinko2)
(<ere are: one, two, three, four, ﬁve…)
Se non pode vir o domingo, non pasa nada.
(&Ëenom'pø;De 'Bi;Ro Do'mingo2 nom'pa;Ëa Çna;Da3 3)
(If you can't come on Saturday, there's no problem)
¿Imos en coche, tren ou bus?
(¿Ìi;mo ËeF'kø;Ce2 ¿ÇtR™Æ2 2 ¿ouÇBuË3 3)
(Shall we go by car, train, or bus?)
Este é un dicionario moderno.
('eËteEu° &diTjo'na;Rjo moÇD™Rno3 3)
(<is is a modern dictionary)
Este é un dicionario moderno.
(˚"eËte2 Eu°&diTjo'na;Rjo moÇD™Rno3 3)
(<is is a modern dictionary)
Este é un dicionario moderno.
('eËteEu°2 ˚diTjo"na:Rjo2 moÇD™Rno3 3)
(<is is a modern dictionary)
Este é un dicionario moderno.
('eËteEu° &diTjo'na;Rjo2 ˚moÔD™Rno3 3)
(<is is a modern dictionary)
"Non&, dixo el, "eu non falo galego&.
(˚5ÔnoF2 2Ì 6&di©o'e.2• 'eu noM'fa;lo <aÇle;<o3 3)
(‘No', he said, ‘I don't speak Galican')
"En realidade&, dìxome, "do mañà non hai certeza&.
(5en&r:eali'Da;De2Ì 6'di;©ome2• &doma'Na2 no&naiTERÇte;Ta3 3) {(no&Fai-, nø&ai-)}
(‘Really', he told me, ‘there's no certainty of tomorrow')
Témonos reunido, señores, para discutir o balance.
('te;mo&noR r:euÇni;Do2 2 4Ëe'No;ReË2[ &paRa&DiËku'ti RoBaÇla°ße3 3) {(pRa&DiË-)}
(We assembled, Sirs, to discuss the budget)
O meu curmàn, o da dereita, é director de banco.
(o&meukuR'maF2 6o&DaDeÇReita2 2• E&DiREk'toR DeÇBaFko3 3) {(E&DiRE'toR)}
(My cousin, the one on theright, is a bank manager)
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Dìxome: "às veces perdendo, gàñase&, e despediuse.
('di;©ome2 aΩ'Be;TeË2 peRÇD™°do2 2 Çga;NaËe3 3 4e&DeËpeÇDju;Ëe3 3[)
(He told me: ‘Sometimes, by losing, you win', and went away)
<e North Wind and the Sun
<e following text is habitually used by the International Phonetic Association
[IPA] to illustrate the pronunciation of di‡erent languages and accents. Here is its
non literal English version.
†e North Wind and the Sun were disputi« which was the stronger, when a traveler came alo« wrapped in a warm cloak. †\ agreed that the one who ﬁr® succeeded
in making the traveler take his cloak o‡ should be considered stronger than the other.
†en the North Wind blew as hard as he could, but the more he blew the more
closely did the traveler fold his cloak around him; and at last the North Wind gave up
the attempt. †en the Sun shone out warmly, and immediately the traveler took o‡
his cloak. And so the North Wind was obliged to confess that the Sun was the stronger
of the two.
Did you like the ®ory? Do you want to hear it again?
<ere follows the Galician version, with the canIPA phonotonetic transcription.
O vento do norte e mailo sol porﬁaban sobre càl deles era o màis forte, cando
cadrou de pasar un viaxeiro envolto nunha ampla capa. Conviñeron en que o que
antes conseguise facerlla quita-la capa ò viaxeiro serìa considerado o màis forte.
O vento do norte soprou con gran furia, e canto màis sopraba màis se envolvìa o
viaxeiro na sùa capa; ﬁnalmente o vento do norte abandonou o seu empeño. Entòn o
sol quentou con forza e inmediatamente o viaxeiro sacou a capa. E daquela o vento
do norte tivo que recoñece-la superioridade do sol.
¿Gostouche o conto? ¿Repetìmolo?
(o'B™°to Do'nøRte2 E&mailoÇËoL2 2 poRfi'a;Ban &ËoBReka4'de;leË2 &ERaomaiËÇføRte2 2 &ka°doka'DRou Depa'ËaRum bia'©ei Roem'bø4to nu'Fampla Çka;pa3 3| &kombi'NE;Ro nen&keoke'a°teË &konËe'Ÿi;Ëe2 fa'TeRƒe ki'ta;la 'ka;paO BiaÇ©eiRo2 2 Ëe&Riakon&ËiDE'Ra;Do maiËÇføRte3 3||
{(bia'©ei Rom'bo4to &nuFa'ampla / 'ka;pO / -kon&ËiDe'Ra;Doo maiË-)}
o'B™°to Do'nøRte2 Ëo'pRou koF&gRaM'fu;Rja2| E'ka°to &maiËËoÇpRa;Ba2 2 &maiËËembol'BiO Bia'©eiRo2 &naËuaÇka;pa3 3|| &finalÇme°te2 2| o'B™°to Do'nøRte2 a&Ba°do'nouo &ËeuemÇpe;No3 3|| e°&tono'ËoL2 kE°'tou koMÇfoRTa3 3| E&inme“Djata'me°te2 &oBia'©eiRo Ëa'koua
Çka;pa3 3|| &EDa'ke;la2| o'B™°to Do'nøRte2 'ti;Bo &keRr:e&koNe'Te la&Ëupe&RjoRi'Da;De Do'ËoL3 3||
{(&maiË:embol'Biao / E&im:e“Djata'me°te2 / &EDa'k™;la2)}
¿goËÌtou©eo 'ko°to2 2| ¿&repe'ti;molo2 2).
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A short conversation
Let us end with a short conversation.
Boas tardes. ¿É vostede Lucrecia Mascato?
Son. ¿E vostede quen é?
Eu son o inspector Concheiro, da policìa. ¿Coñecìa vostede a Ramiro Recouso?
Coñecìa, ¿e logo pasoulle algo?
Pois, tivo un accidente.¿É vostede familiar del?
Non, son amiga. ¿Està grave? ¿Morreu?
Lamento decirlle que morreu. ¿Sabe se tiña inimigos?
¿E por que me pregunta iso? ¿E logo non foi un accidente?
Aìnda non o sabemos. ¿%vera problemas con alguén?
Pois, mire, inspector, non lle sei.
Sì?
¡Se cadra deberìa vostede investiga-lo caso, no canto de perde-lo tempo de conversa
comigo!
('boaË ÇtaRDeË3 3| ¿&EBoËÌte;De luÌkR™;Tja maËÇka;to3 3)
(ÇËoF3 3|| ¿&EBoËÌte;De2 ¿&kEÇnE3 3|)
(eu&Ëono&inËpEk'toR ko§'CeiRo2 da&poliÇTia3 3| ¿&koNeÌTia BoËÌte;DeaR r:aÌmi;RoR r:EÇkouËo3 3) {(eu&ËoFo&iËpE'toR)}
(&koNeÇTia2 2| ¿EÌlø;<u paÌËouƒe ÇaL<o3 3||)
('poiË2| 'ti;Bou &nakËiÇD™°te3 3|| ¿&EBoË'te;De &famiÇljaR&De.2 2|) {(&nakËiÇDe°te3 3)}
(˚ÔnoF3 3| &ËoFaÌmi;<a3 3|| ¿&eËtaÌ<Ra;Be2 2| ¿moRÇr:™u2 2|)
(la'me°to De'TiRƒe &kemoRÇr:™u3 3| ¿ÌËa;Be ËeÌti;Nai niÇmi;<oË3 3||) {(la'm™°to)}
(¿&EpoRÌke mepReÌ<u°ta Çi;Ëo3 3| ¿EÌlø;<o noM'foiu nakËiÇD™°te3 3|| {(nakËiÇDe°te3 3)}
(a'i°da &nonoËaÇB™;moË3 3||¿tiÌB™;Ra pRoÌBle;maË &konaLÌ<™n2 2|) {(pRoÌBl™;maË)}
(˚&poiΩÇmi;Re2 2 4&inËpEk'toR[| ˚'noNƒe ÇËei3 3||) {(4&iËpE'toR[)}
(¿ÌËi2 2|)
(Ëe'ka;DRa2| ˚&deBe'Ria BoË'te;De2 ˚im&beËti'<a loÇka;Ëo3 3| ˚no'ka°to &DepeR'De lo"t™mpo2
˚&Dekom'b™RËa koÔmi;<o3 3||) {(lo"tempo2)}
Good evening. Are you Lucrecia Mascato?
I am. And who are you?
I'm inspector Concheiro, police. Did you know Ramiro Recouso?
I did, so did anything happen to him?
Well, he had an accident. Are you his family member?
No, I'm a friend. Is he serious? Did he die?
I'm sorry to tell you that he died. D'you know if he had any enemies?
But why d'you ask me that? So it wasn't an accident?
We don't know yet. Did he have any problems with somebody?
Well, look, inspector, I don't know.
Yes?
Perhaps you should investigate the fact, instead of waisting time talking to me.

7.
Regional accents

Galician accent map
7.1. <e three regional accents of Galician (\ western, central, and eastern),
which derive from their more numerous local dialects, will be shown by ﬁgures,
for their vowels and intonation patterns: see the map on ˙ 7.1.
7.2. <e consonants have some peculiarities, but also a common core, mostly
shared both with the colloquial and mediatic accents, including possible oscillations towards either the neutral or traditional accents. In fact, in addition to the
consonants of ƒ 4.1, they more often use those of ƒ 4.2, which shows newer articulations, besides a number of common ones. We will provide only few examples,
in fact, it is easy to ﬁnd others.
˙ 7.1. Regional Galician: map.

(Mid) Galician
West
Galician

East
Galician

u

ese

Po

g
rtu

Spanish

Catalan
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Western Galician accent
7.2. <e vowels of the western Galician accent (or West Galician) is shown in
ƒ 7.2. For its vowels, it is worth noticing that /e, ™÷ o, ø/ are often neutralized as
(E, O), in stressed positions, although also (e, ™÷ o, ø) can certainly be present, although not always according to neutral usage.
Unstressed /e, o/ are (e, o). But, in word-ﬁnal unstressed positions, in addition to
±(e, o), for -e˚ -o˚ -es˚ -os˚ we often also ﬁnd (I, =i) and (U, =u), especially after stressed
(i, u): seguirme (se'‚iRme, -I, -i), mùsculos ('muskulos, -Us, -us). «nal unstressed /a/ is
(a, =å): casa ('ka;sa, -så). Before a pause, /=é+|/ frequently becomes (=´+|).
/—jé, —wé/ sequences can frequently change to (i—é, u—é). Such sequences are
decisely not ‘diphthongs' (although they are graphically written with two vowel
letters, the ﬁrst ones being i or u]˘
<us, they are certainly /0é/, not /éé/ –\ not ‘diphthongs'– so we may call
them conphthongs /'kØmp†Ø˙z/ (trying to keep a connection with true diphthong˚
monophthong˚ and triphthong˚ in spite of its fundamental deep di‡erence).
Examples: ciencia ('ßj™°ßjå, ßi'™°ßiå), cuarto ('kwaRto, ku'aRto).
Consonants\ /b/ (b÷ B), /d/ (d÷ D, D), /g/ (g, g÷ G, ‚, <, Ÿ), /T/ (ß, T), /s/ (s, s, –, S)
(and (z, z, —, Z) before /+/, although oscillating before sonants, including cases of
=(z, z, —, Z), between vowels), besides, often (∂, d) (semi-constrictive) in word- or
˙ 7.2. Regional Galician: western vowels, diphthongs, and intonation patters.
/u/ (u)

/i/ (i)

/o, O/ (ø, o, ’o÷ O)
/['i/'u]-o4s7+/ (U, ±o, —u)

/e, E/ (™, e, ’e÷ E)
/['i/'u]-e4s7+/ (I, ±e, —i)

/a/ (a, ’å)

/ei/ (™i, ±ei)
/eu/ (™u, ±eu)

/ou/ (øu, ±ou)
/oi/ (øi, ±oi)
/au/ (au)

/ai/ (ai)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/¿/ (2 2 Ì 2 2 Ì 2 2 Ì 2)

/?/ (2 Ì 2 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)
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syllable-ﬁnal position. For /b, d, g, p, t, k/, before a consonant, (b, d, g, g÷ p, t, k,
k) are usual. We have /n.0/÷ /N/ (N, ~)÷ /L/ (L, Q, j) (including (q, ª, ¬)); /r/ ({éR}r:)
(but often /n{+}r/ (nR)).
Gheada may be very frequent, with di‡erent realizations for /g/, mainly (X, X,
‰, w, H). In addition, seseo (/T/ ˜ /s/) is typical, especially before vowels: ceo /'T™o/ ˜
/'s™o/, less frequently after vowels: dez /'d™T/ ˜ /'d™s/ (this last mostly in northwesternmost areas).
<e typical intonation patterns are also shown in ƒ 7.2.
Central Galician accent
7.3. <e central Galician accent (or Mid Galician, or simply Galician) is shown
in ƒ 7.3. For its vowels, it is worth noticing that /e, ™÷ o, ø/ are often neutralized
as (E, O), in stressed positions, although also (e, ™÷ o, ø) can certainly be present, although not always according to neutral usage.
Unstressed /e, o/ are (e, o). But, in word-ﬁnal unstressed positions, in addition
to ±(e, o) (independently both from the kind of stressed vowel a word may have,
and from the kind of ﬁnal consonant there may be), we have /’e{0}+, ’o{0}+/ (e, =I,
==i)÷ (o, =U, ==u): pero ('pE;Ro, =-U, ==-u), ano ('a;no, =-U, ==-u), caìdo (ka'i;Do, =-U, ==-u),
˙ 7.3. Regional Galician: central vowels, diphthongs, and intonation patters.
/u/ (u)

/i/ (i)

/o, O/ (ø, ’o, o, O)
/’o4ﬁ7+/ (o, ≠U, ≠≠u)

/e, E/ (™, ’e, e, E)
/’e4ﬁ7+/ (e, ≠I, ≠≠i)

/a/ (a, ’√, ’å, ’a)

/ou/ (øu, ±ou)
/oi/ (øi, ±oi)

/ei/ (™i, ±ei)
/eu/ (™u, ±eu)

/au/ (√u)

/ai/ (åI)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

/¿/ (2 2 Ì 2 2 Ì 2 2 Ì 2)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 1 2)
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copiaron (ko'pja;RoÆ, =-UÆ, ==-RuÆ) (also typical is (_Æ+, _´+), including (_”+, _+́ +)).
/i—é, u—é/ sequences can frequently change to (—jé÷ —wé, —°é), and /e—é, o—é/
to (—ãé÷ —Wé, —∫é): saltear (&sa4te'aR, sa4'tãaR). «nal unstressed /a/ is variably (a, å, ∞):
casa ('ka;sa, -å, -∞). Before a pause, /=é+|/ frequently becomes (=‚+|).
Consonants\ /b/ (b÷ B), /d/ (d÷ D), /g/ (g, g÷ G, ‚), /T/ (ß, T), /s/ (s, –, S) (and (z, —,
Z) before /+/, although oscillating before sonants, including cases of =(z, —, Z), between vowels). For /b, d, g, p, t, k/, before a consonant, (b, d, g, g÷ p, t, k, k) are usual. Before a pause, in addition to (”, +́ ), also (û, Í, ú) may occur. /j/ (j, ª)÷ /L/ (L, ƒ, ª,
Q)÷ /r/ more often ({éR}r) than ({éR}r:), but also /R0/ (r0), or (r;0)); in addition, /r/
(˘) is possible, too.
Gheada may be present, except in easternmost areas, with di‡erent realizations,
especially (x, x, X, X). <e same for prevocalic seseo (/Té/ ˜ /sé/): ceo /'T™o/ ˜ /'s™o/.
<e typical intonation patterns are shown in ƒ 7.3.
Eastern Galician accent
7.4. <e eastern Galician accent (or East Galician) is shown in ƒ 7.4. For its
vowels, let us notice that /™, ø/ do not typically have the timbres of the neutral or
traditional accents, except as a possible personal choice, with oscillations. In fact,
˙ 7.4. Regional Galician: eastern vowels, diphthongs, and intonation patters.
/i/ (i)

/u/ (u)

/e/ (™, ±e, ’e, ≠’I)
/E/ (™, ’e, ≠e)

/o/ (ø, ±o, ’o, ≠’U)
/O/ (ø, ’o, ≠o)

/a/ (a, JÅ, ÅJ, ’å)

/ei/ (ei, ≠™i)
/eu/ (eu, ≠™u)

/ou/ (ou, ≠øu)
/oi/ (oi, ≠øi)
/au/ (√u)

/ai/ (åI)

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/¿/ (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/?/ (2 Ì 2 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
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we usually ﬁnd (E, O) both for /e, ™/ and /o, ø/, although including cases of (e, o)
for /e, o/, but also for /™, ø/ =(e, o).
In unstressed syllables, we generally ﬁnd (e, o), both for /e, ™/ and /o, ø/, but
including =(I, U) especially for /e, o/ (not only in ﬁnal syllables). Let us notice that
/a/ often is (Å) in contact with /J/, \ /N, L, j÷ c, À/: año ('Å;No, -~-, -U), palla ('pÅ;ªÅ),
cacho ('kÅ;Co, -U), xa ('©Å).
Consonants\ /b/ (b÷ B), /d/ (d÷ D), /g/ (g, g÷ G, ‚) (with continuous postvocalic
taxophones used rather systematically); /f/ (f, F)÷ /T/ (ß, T), /s/ (s, –) (and (z, —) before /+/, very frequently before sonants).
For /b, d, g, p, t, k/, before a consonant, the continuous taxophones are almost
systematic, except for emphasis; often we ﬁnd /d/ (`), especially in -ado\ prado
('pRa;Do, ='pRa;o, ==-a;U). Both /j/ and /L/ are very often (ª)÷ /N/ (N, ~)÷ /r/ may be
({éR}®).
Gheada is not present, but Spanish loans may also have /X/ (X, X, ˜, w). Seseo is
possible for individual speakers.
<e typical intonation patterns are shown in ƒ 7.4.

8.
Galician accent
of Spanish
8.1. Di‡erent Galician speakers have di‡erent knowledge and usage of Spanish
and its pronunciation. <e ﬁrst vocogram in ƒ 8 refers to the accent of typical Galician speakers, with their 7 vocalic phonemes.
Of course, the Spanish phonemes /e, o/ are realized using the six di‡erent timbres of Galician, (e, ™÷ o, ø) (»E, »O), according to language analogies and speakers
capabilities/sensibilities, not rarely with peculiar results.
Besides, vowel nasalization between nasals (or even just before them) may characterize a broad Galician accent: mano (='mA;nU), nombre (='npmbRI), mancar (=mÄF'kaR), tener (=t™'neR), cine (='ßI;nI), teniente (=t™'nj3°tI), Æ.
<e second vocogram shows better realizations for e˚ o in stressed syllables, realized as (E, O), certainly more suitable for Spanish: resto (±'r:ESto), tambien (±tam˙ 8. Galician accent of Spanish: vowels and intonation patterns
/u/ (u)

/i/ (i)

/e/ (e, ’e, ™, »E)

/o/ (o, ’o, ø, »O)

/a/ (a)
/’=u+/ (==u)
/’o{s}+/ (=U, ==u)

/’=i+/ (==i)
/’e{s}+/ (=I, ==i)

/o/ ±(O, ’o)

/e/ ±(E, ’e)

/a/ =(å)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)

/÷/ ±(2 ' 1 1)

/¿/ (2 2 Ì 2 2 Ì 2 2 Ì 2)

/?/ ≠(2 ' 2 2)

/?/ (2 Ì 1 2)

/?/ ±(2 Ç 2 1)
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'bjEn), medio (±'mE;Djo), costo (±'kOSto), generaciòn (±&XeneRa'TjOn), todo (±'tO;Do),
Æ. But it also shows broader realizations for word-ﬁnal /e, o/ =(I, U), as in deporte
(=de'pøRtI), inﬂujo (=IM'flu;HU) (or (-˜U, -hU), in addition to a more suitable (-XU)).
We can even ﬁnd (i, Ù, Û, u), in unstressed ﬁnal syllables, for /i, e, o, u/ preceded by voiceless consonants: taxi (=='takËi), caqui (=='ka;ki), espìritu (==eË'pi;Ritu), deporte (==de'pøRtÙ, -ti)˚ inﬂujo (==IM'flu;HÛ, -u), Æ. Unstressed /a/ may become (å):
la cama (=lå'ka;må).
8.2. As for the consonants˚ such bilingual speakers, in di‡erent ways, may present
some or all the following realizations. «nal -n /n+/ (F, n), or even (Æ, ´), and with
di‡erent degrees of nasalization on the preceding vowels or diphthongs: bien ('bj™n,
'bjín÷ -´), sin ('Sin, 'SIn÷ -´), traen ('tRaen, 'tRA™n÷ -´), colisiòn (&koli'SjoF, -'SjøÆ, -Æ).
Also for /n0/, we may ﬁnd homorganic nasal or seminasal contoids, in addition to possible (Æ, ´) before continuous contoids.
Examples: un papel (&umpa'p™l, &u%-), siempre ('Sj™mpRe, 'Sj™%pRe), campo ('kampo, 'ka%-), un tiempo (u°'tj™mpo, u˙'tj™%po), en cuanto (en'kwa°to, e´'kwa˙to),
canto ('ka°to, 'ka˙to), cinco ('ßinko, 'ßi´ko), uniòn civìl (u'njo° ßi'Bil, u'njoÆ), ciencia ('ßj™°ßja, 'ßj™´-), en su mayorìa (&enSu&maQo'Ria, &e´-), denso ('d™nSo, 'd™´-), en
julio (en'Hu;ljo, e´-), conjunto (kon'Hu°to, koÆ'Hu˙to).
8.3. Especially, between vowels (or in contact with /R, l/), we may ﬁnd: /b/ (B,
ì), /d/ (D, D, å), /g/ (<, Ÿ, G, ‚), /f/ (F, f), /T/ (ß, T, S, Ë, s, s), /s/ (S, Ë, s, s÷ Z, Ω, z, z),
/x/ (H, ˜, w, x, x, X, X), /J/ (Q, Á, q, ƒ, J, ª, j), /L/ (Q, Á, q, ƒ, J, ª, j, L, ¬), /l/ (l, 4, [,
û, l, L, .). Notice that (ì, å) are semiconstrictives.
Examples: trabajo (tRa'Ba;Ho, -'ìa;-), cable ('ka;Ble, -ìle), àrbol ('aRBol, -ìol), rede
('r:e;De, -De, -åe), verdad (beR'DaD, -'DaD, -'åaå), soldado (Sol'da;Do, -Do, -åo), agosto (a'<oSto, -'GoS-), embargo (em'baR<o, -Go), regla ('r:™;<la, -Gla), ﬁn ('Fin, 'f-), tràﬁco ('tRa;Fiko, -fi-), zarzuela (ßaR'ßw™;la, TaR'Tw™;-÷ SaR'Sw™;-, ËaR'Ëw™;-, saR'sw™;-, saR'sw™;-), hacer
(a'ßeR, -'TeR, -'SeR, -'ËeR, -'seR, -'seR), seda ('Se;Da, 'Ë-, 's-, 's-), oso ('o;So), mismo ('miZmo,
-Ω-, -z-, -z-), tras ('tRaS, -Ë, -s, -s).
And: junio ('Hu;njo, '˜-, 'x-, 'X-), imàgen (i'ma;HeF, -weF, -xeF, -XeF), ya ('Qa, 'Áa,
'qa, 'ƒa, 'Ja, 'ªa, 'ja), mayo ('ma;Qo, -Áo, -qo, -ƒo, -Jo, -ªo, -jo), llamar (Qa'maR, Áa-,
qa-, ƒa-, Ja-, ªa-, ja-÷ La-, ¬a-), calle ('ka;Qe, -Áe, -qe, -ƒe, -Je, -ªe, -je÷ -Le, -¬e), lado ('la;Do), falta ('fa4ta), el chino (e['Ci;no), palco ('paûko, 'pal-, 'paL-), algo ('aûgo, 'al-, 'aL-),
miel ('mj™û, -l, -.), sal ('Saû, -l, -L).
For /b, d, g÷ p, t, k/, followed by any consonant, it is frequent to have full stops,
instead of the more suitable continuous taxophones, in cases like bs˚ ps˚ cc˚ pt˚ bm˚
pm˚ dm˚ tm˚ tl˚ bd˚ cn˚ gn˚ gm˚ Æ: absoluto (&abSo'lu;to), lapso ('lapSo), acceso (ak'ß™;So), adaptar (&aDap'taR), administrar (&adminiS'tRaR), ritmo ('r:itmo), atlantico (a'tla°tiko), abdominal (&abdomi'nal), tecnologìa (&teknolo'Hia), signo ('Signo), estigma (eS'tigma).
<e intonation patterns are shown, with some variants.

9.
Medieval Galician

9. Medieval Galician (Rom., ¤™) had the seven short vowels and eight diphthongs given, which were all phonetically nasalized when followed by nasal consonants, even in free syllables (including the diphthongs).
<e vocalic situation was very similar to that of modern Galician, as can be seen,
with a strong nasalization as in the modern traditional and colloquial accents.
In addition to (é‚é) the variant (éòé) was frequent, and in other contexts too,
as in (˘‚é, òòé); /l/ was (lé, ı0, ıò).
˙ 9. Medieval Galician: vowels and intonation patterns
/i/ (i)

/u/ (u)

/e/ (e)

/o/ (o)

/E/ (E, »™)

/O/ (O, »ø)

/a/ (a)
/iu/ (iu)

/ui/ (ui)

/ei/ (ei)
/eu/ (eu)

/oi/ (oi)
/ou/ (ou)
/au/ (au)

/ai/ (ai)
m
pb

(M)
fv

(<)
td
qQ
sz
(≤)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

n

(>)
C‚
ë (ò)

(≤)

r
R
l (ı)

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

(≥)

N

(Ò) (˙)
(é 0) k g

j

w

L

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

10.
Phonopses
of 26 languages
(for comparisons)
10.1. According to the phonetic method, the pronunciation of another language is done contrastively, by comparing the characteristics of the language to be
studied and those of one's own mother tongue.
For the latter, at least its neutral accent is presented, although in a simpliﬁed
way. In fact, only the diphthongs which are not just simple combinations of existing phonemes are here shown, possibly as independent phonemes, often with
unpredictable realizations. In more complete books (with speciﬁc teaching purposes), also the regional accents of both languages are presented.
10.2. However, in this book it is not possible to provide everything and for several languages. <e books already published (and those in preparation, indicated in
the bibliography), which belong to the series X Pronunciation “ Accents˚ are thought
to be useful. <ey are on: English, German, Dutch, French, Spanish, Portuguese,
Italian, Russian, Greek, Chinese, Japanese, Hindi, Turkish, Arabic, Hebrew.
10.3. <erefore, here, we will at least provide the iconic phonopses of 26 languages, as for their vowels˚ consonants and intonation˚ a little simpliﬁed (but still
more accurate than what can be found in so many other books). <ey are derived
from those books or from Handbook of Pronunciation and Natural Phonetics “
Tonetics˚ where much more can be found in comparison with what has been provided here. In fact, here, for tonal languages, we have also omitted their tonemes,
while showing their marked tunes, with further simpliﬁcations.
10.4. <us, it will be useful to carefully compare the phonopses of one's own language (and also those of other languages one wants to know), to see directly what is
similar or di‡erent. In the indicated books, there are more than 300 such phonopses.
˙ 10.27.1-7 give a number of orograms of the contoids which are necessary to facilitate the comparison between di‡erent languages.
10.5. Symbols given between ( ) are important taxophones (or combinatory variants), while those between ( ) are possible additional phonemes or xenophonemes.
Since we do not consider clusters like /0h/ as unitary phonemes in possible opposition to simple /0/, they do not appear in the consonant tables provided.
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ƒ 10.1. English.

(i)
(¤)
(È)
(™)
(å)
(π)

(¯)
(¨)

(i)
(¤)
(È)
(™)

(¯)

British

(¯u)
(Ii)

(ø:)
(‘:)

(™I)

(øÙ)
(‘¨)

(Ø)
(A:)

(aÙ)

(aÖ)

American
(Ii)

(Uu)

(¨)
(√)
(O:)
(A:, A)

(π)
m
pb

n
TD

(˛ Ã)b

f v † ∑
s z

(™I)

(ø¨)
(øÙ)

(aÖ)

(aÙ)
˙
kg

cG

(ö)

S Z
[a
l ı

>b

j <a

w h (H)

British
/ / (2 2 5 1 1 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
American

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 • 2 1)

/÷/ (2 6 2 2)
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ƒ 10.2. German.
(u:)
(U)
(o:)

(i:), (y:)
(I), (Y)
(e:), (È)
(°:)
(E), (§)

(OY)

(√), (O)

(a[:])

(ae)
m
pb

n

˙
kg

47
∫ q
f v
s z

(ao)

(ö)

c
S Z Â,

Xº
(‰) h

l

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 1)

/÷/ (2 5 1 1)

ƒ 10.3. Dutch.
(ii), (yy)
(¤), (Y)
(ee), (°°)

(uu)

(™)

(ø)

(ui)

(iu), (yu)

(È), (oo)

(eeu)

(ooi)

(E¤), (§Y)

(√U)

(aai)

(a[a])
m
pb

n
td
fv
V

/ / (2 2 Ì 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

(©)
ßﬁ
{ë ò} (Â J)
j (<)
l R (ı)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

˙
k {g}

(ö)
ºXº
h (H)

/?/ (2 è 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)
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ƒ 10.4. French.
(u)

(i), (y)
(e), (°)
(#)
(E)
(§)
(a)

(Ú)

(o)
(O)

(ì), (^)
(Œ)

m
pb

n

N
(+ _) (© á)
,

td
f v
/ \

s z

{˙}
kg
(º)
¥ °

˜

l

/./ (% ç 3 3)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/?/ (2 • 1 1)

/÷/ (2 5 1 1)

ƒ 10.5. Spanish.
(i)

(u)

(ø)

(™)
(a)
m
pb

n
t d

f † (∑)
sa (z)a
(B)
(ƒ)
(l)

N

k g
C {‚} (›)
xa (Ÿ)
(X)e
,
(ß)e (ﬁ)e (ò)
j (ã) (F)
w (j)
R r:
l
(¬) Le
e Spain

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/?/ (2 ç 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 1 1)
a Lat. Amer.

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 Ì 2 2)
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ƒ 10.6. Portuguese.
(u, ¨)
(¢)
(o)
(Ø)
(O)

(i, ¤)
(e)
(È)
(E), (A, Å)
(a)
m
pb

n
td

N
(© á)b k g

(C ‚)b

fv
(B)l

(Ÿ)l
sz
(ƒ)l

(ë ò)b Sl Zl

w (j) (˜)b

j (ã)

R
(]) ı

(º)l

L
Portugal
/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 Ç 2)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
Brazil

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

/ / (2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/?/ (2 ¶ 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.7. Italian.
(i)

(u)

(e)

(o)

(E)

(O)

(a)
m
pb

n
f v

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

N

t d
qQ

c G

s z

S {Z}

kg

j

w

r (R)
l

L

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 5 1 2)
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ƒ 10.8. Romanian.
(i)

(…), (u)

(™)

(x), (ø)

(a)
m
pb

n
td
q
fv sz

(© á)
cG
S Z

kg

(â) j (ã) (j) (F) ∆ w (j)

Rl

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (3 ç 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.9. Russian.
(i), (…)

(u)

(™)

(ø)

(a, å)
m (m)
p b (p b)

n
f v (f v)

t d
q (Q)

C (‚)

ë {ò} ∑ „ (À =)

s z
R

kg

(, J)
(â) j (ã) (F) ∆

(j) {H}

(ç)
(¬)

ı

/ / (2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

(~)
(N)
(+ _) (© á)
(⁄ Á)

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 • 2 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)
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ƒ 10.10. Czech.
(u[:])

(i[:])

(ø[:])

(™[:])
(a[:])
m
p b

n
N
t d
© á k g (ö)
q (Q)
c (G)
f v s z (Q) {(4)} z {(()} S Z
x (Ÿ)
j
H
R (r) ]

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ¶ 1 2)

/÷/ (2 Ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.11. Polish.
(i)
(¤)

(u)

(™)

(ø)

(a)
m
pb

n
td
qQ
fv sz

N
(© á)
ÃÓ C‚
∑ „ ë ò

Rl

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

˙
kg

(y) m
(â) j (ã) ∆

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 3 2)
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ƒ 10.12. Bulgarian.
(u)
(X)
(o)

(i)
(e)

(ø)
(å)

(™)

(a)
m
pb

n
td
qQ
f√ sz

(© á)
C‚
ë ò
R Ï

/ / (2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

k g (ö)

(y)
(â) ã (j) ∆

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ç 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.13. Greek.
(i)

(u)

(™)

(ø)
(a)

m
p b

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

n
t d

(N)
(© á) k g

çÇ
f v † ∑ ß ﬁ (Â J) x Ÿ
j
R l (L)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 3 2)
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ƒ 10.14. Hungarian.
(i[i]), (y[y])

(u[u])

(ee), (°°)

(oo)

(#)

(ø)

(E)
(aa)

(ù)

m
pb

n
td
qQ
fv sz

kg

Rl

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

N
c G k›
SZ
(â) j (∆) h (H)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)

ƒ 10.15. Albanian.
(u)

(i), (%)

(™)

(‘), (ø)
(a)

m
pb

n

¸
ô 5ı

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

N
kg

t d
q Q
fv †s∑z

cG k›
S Z
j

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

h

/÷/ (2 Ç 3 2)
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ƒ 10.16. «nnish.
(i[i]), (y[y])

(u[u])

(™[™]), (#[#])

(ø[ø])

(π[π])

(A[A])

m
p {b}

n

˙
k {g}

td
{f} v

ß
j

ö
(·)
h

5]

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 Ì 2 2)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.17. Arabic.
(u{:})

(i{:}, ¢{:})

(Ä{:}, A{:})
m
(p) b

n
td td
f † ∑ {(D)}
sz †Ã

ö
h

S Z
5 (R)
l {ı}

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

k {(g)}

{(G)}

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

j

w

H (h) H
º˜

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ' 2 2)
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ƒ 10.18. Hebrew.
(i)

(u)

(™)

(ø)

(a)
m
pb

n
td
q
fv sz

kg
{c G}
S {Z}
j
Rl

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

ö
º {h}
(˜) {H} h
(r)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 3 2)

ƒ 10.19. Turkish.
(i[I])
(y[Y])

(M[û])
(u[U])

(™[É])
(#[ê])

(ø[Ö])

m
pb td

(√[a])
n

kg ö
c G (k ›)
å 6 s z (z) S Z
(¸)
(â) j (ã) (¥ %) (∆) h
R (ô)
ı

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 Ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 5 2 2)

/÷/ (2 ' 3 2)
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ƒ 10.20. Persian.
(i:)

(u:)

(e)

(o)

(Å)

(ù:)

m
pb

n
td

(© á) k g › (G) ö
cG
S Z

fv sz
(¸)
Rl

/ / (2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2 2 Ç 2)

º(˜)
j

h (H)

/?/ (2 ' 1 2)

/./ (2 ' 3 3)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)

ƒ 10.21. Hindi.
(i[i])
(I)
(e[e])

(u[u])

(Ä[™])

(∏[ø])

(U)
(o[o])

(å, ‘)
m
pb

n
td

(a[a])
{N}
˛Ã

{å} 6
s {z}

{ß}

(«)
C‚

{›}

{ö}

ë {ò}
j (ã)

R-l

{˙}
kg

®

(j) {˜} (h) H
{r}

(with several /0h, h0/ clusters)

/ / (2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2 2 ç 2)

/./ (2 ç 3 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 2 2)
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ƒ 10.22. Vietnamese.
(Ûi)

(MM), (uu)

(Ée)

(ÏX), (øo)
(x)

(πE), (å)
(Åa)
m
pb

(ùO)
n

td
f v s z

N

˙
k

ﬁ C
ßΩ ò

(˙)
(k)
(ö)

x Ÿ

w h
l
(with /t, th/ and {‘b, ‘d} and tonemes not shown here)
/./ (13)

/?/ (313)

/?/ (31)

ƒ 10.23. Burmese.
(u)

(i)
(eÙ)
(È)

(oP)

(E)
(a), (aÙ)

(O)
(aP)

m
pb

n
TD
‡ƒ
(†) s (∑) z

N

˙
kg

ö

C‚
ë {ò}
{¸}
l

j (ã)

w h

(with /0h, h0/ clusters and tonemes not shown here)
/./ (13)

/?/ (313)

/?/ (31)
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ƒ 10.24. Chinese.
(i), (y)

(M), (u)
(X)
(ø)

(™)
(a)
m
p b (( {)

n
td
qQ

(™i)

(øu)

(a™)

(aø)

(~)

,

ﬁ"

(Â ©)

ß (Ω)
r

(¿ B)

k5 g

(ö)

f (v) (5 ç)

(·)
s (z)

j (ã) ¥ (%) (∆) w (j) (˜) h
l
(with complex voicing and tonemes not shown here)
/./ (13)

/?/ (31)

/÷/ (^)

ƒ 10.25. Korean.
(i[i]), (%[%])

(M[M]), (u[u])

(e[™]), (ê[ê])

(o[ø])
(,[,], ≠∑[„])
(a[a])

([Ä]E)

m
p (b)

n

(~)

t (d)

˙
k (g)

C (‚)

s (z)

(ë)
(⁄)
(R) l (¬) ($)

(â)
(∆)
ã Æ (=)

ö
(W) h (H)
j

(¬)

(with /0h, 0ö/ clusters and complex voicing)

/ / (2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2 2 ' 2)

/./ (2 ' 2 3)

/?/ (2 ' 2 1)

/÷/ (2 ç 3 2)
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ƒ 10.26. Japanese.
(i[i])

(u[u])

(™[™])

(ø[ø])

(å)
(aa)
m
p b

n
t d
(q Q)
s z

(F)

^

(~)

˙
kg

(K G)

(ö)

(c Ë)
(S Ω)
j (H)

m (¬)

w

h

(with tonal patterns)
/?/ (31)

/./ (13)

/÷/ (^)

Main consonant orograms
ƒ 10.27.1. Main nasals.

m

m

M

˙

n

N

n

~

N

∞

”

˙

«

˙

,
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ƒ 10.27.2. Main stops.

pb

({

pb

td

47

TD

˛Ã

+_

©á

£8

´Ò

k/g

kg

‘b

±

ö

‘d

ƒ 10.27.3. Main stop-strictives (or ‘a‡ricates').

∫∫

.…

qQ

çÇ

ﬁ"

C‚

cG

~˙

⁄Á

Â©

bB

k›

%O

∞

wŸ

∑W

±

›G
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ƒ 10.27.4. Main constrictives (or ‘fricatives').

å6

fv

5ç

fv

†∑

ùü

Qz

ßﬁ

ßΩ

∑„

ëò

SZ

/\

À=

¿B

ÂJ

xŸ

·y

âm

Xº

4(

º˜

hh

·

ƒ 10.27.5. Main approximants (and semi-approximants).

FB

ƒ

V

⁄

¸

â

˙

¸
≤

≤

≤
>

<

∆

W

˝
‰

˜˜

˝
%

˝

=

˝
j

F

˝

˝

Æ

˝

˝

j

˝

é

w

˝

˝

¥

ã

H

°
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ƒ 10.27.6. Main ‘rhotics'.

r

†

R

5

1

1

≤
[

ç
≤

˜

º

≤
‰

<

®

>

+
K

+
`

¬

r

ƒ 10.27.7. Main laterals.

+

¬

l

ô

Ï

3

L

¯

+

+
ı

+
∞

+

Î

+
+

+

+

+

l

ı

+

+

+

+
+

t

]

L

Ï

+

+

$

+

¬

11.
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Wikipedia ‘the free encyclopedia' (2020): Galician phonology “ Help:IPA/Galician
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¤~†™®~å†¤ø~å¬ π∆ø~™†¤© å¬π∆å∫™†
(o‚cial: 1993, corrected in 1996, and updated in 2005)
©ø~ßø~å~† (π¨¬µø~¤©)
Plosive

Bilabial Labiodent. Dental

Alveolar Postalveol. Retroﬂex

Palatal

Velar

Uvular

p

t

˛ Ã
N

© ˝
N

k g
˙

› G
,
K

#
ß Ω

Â

x ‚

X º

Nasal
Trill
Tap or ∫ap
Fricative
Lateral fric.

(˝)

F

b
m
∫

M

B f

©
v

† ∑

d
n
r
R
s z
! ú
<
l

" Z

˝

Pharyng. Glottal

ö

h ˚

h H

V
>
j
µ
Approxim.
$
L
ì
Lateral app.
‹ere symbols appear in pairs, the one to the right is voiced. Shaded areas denote articulations judged impossible.

Clicks

Voiced implosives Ejectives

Ö Bilabial
| Dental
! (Post)alveolar
õ Palatoalveolar
~ Alveol. lateral

ñ
Ã
á
Ÿ
ä

Bilabial
Dental/alveol.
Palatal
Velar
Uvular

« as in:
p« Bilabial
t« Dental/alveol.
k« Velar
s« Alveol. fricat.

Front

Open-mid
Open

Central

i y

Close-mid

'
w
¥
…
H
¿

Voiceless labial-velar fric.
Voiced labial-velar app.
Voiced labial-palatal app.
Voiceless epiglottal fric.
Voiced epiglottal fric.
Epiglottal plosive

¿
B
À
Ï

Voiceless alveolo-palatal fric.
Voiced alveolo-palatal fric.
Voiced alveolar lateral ﬂap
Simultaneous " and x

˜

A‡ricates and double articulat.
can be represented by two symbols joined by a tie bar if necess.

†ø~™ß “ ∑ø®∂ å©©™~†ß

√ø∑™¬ß
Close

ø$™® ß¥µ∫ø¬ß

ï

©ø~ßø~å~†ß (~ø~-π¨¬µø~¤©)

… %

I Y
e °

Ù +
È
E §
‘ ê
π
å
a π

Back

M u
U
‰ o
√ O
A Ø

‹ere symbols appear in pairs, the one
to the right (and U) is rounded.

Ò
´
0
`
Ô

or

>1
≥1
ˇ1
≤1
<1

¬™√™¬
Extra-high
High
Mid
Low
Extra-low

± Downstep (relative)
≠ Upstep (relative)

∂¤å©®¤†¤©ß (Diacritics can be placed above a symbol with a descender, ™ ô)
= Voiceless
) Breathy voiced b "
Y Dental
∂ ¨
U P
î Voiced
§ Creaky voiced ë Ä
Î Apical
ÿ ‹
Û ∏
y
¥
Aspirated
Linguolabial
Laminal
u
p
¨ π
t5
d5
5
g More rounded Æ o
t„ d„
e Ú
„ Labialized
° Nasalized
G Less rounded æ O
tJ dJ
dô
J Palatalized
ô Nasal release
Ω Advanced
% —
tˆ dˆ
dó
Lateral
release
ˆ Velarized
ó
! Retracted
Pharyngealized
m ù
t/
d/
/
æ No audibile rel. dæ
Velarized
or
pharyngealized
ë
ö
ı t
7 Centralized
°
F
¬
•
l
(
∑
=
voiced
labial-velar fricative)
Raised
Z Mid-centralized
c Syllabic
f Lowered
ó ≥
L (≈ = voiceless velar approximant)
W Non-syllabic
ƒ Advanced Tongue Root
k ¶
¯ ¤
‡
È&
A&
µ Ù
Rhotacized
Retracted
Tongue
Root
&

£
8
3
’
9

±
≠

»1
«1
21
"1
4[1

or

©ø~†ø¨®
Rising
Falling
High rising
Low rising
Rising-falling

Global rise
Global fall

ß¨π®åß™Ÿµ™~†å¬ß

'
&
:
;
z
.
Ó
Ó
Ñ

Primary stress
Secondary stress:

&foUnÈ'tISÈn
Long
a:
Half-long a;
Extra-short q

Syllable break:

<i.πkt

Minor (foot) group
Major (intonation) gr.
Linking (absence of a
break)

ê

